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The Fleuss Apparatus 
A Short History of the Rebreather 
• Clayton 0. Decker - Submarine Escape from USS TANG • 
• Harold Nething and his Re-Breather • AI Warriner • James Cameron • 
• Norman K. Bennett Helmet • Pirelli Explorer Regulator • 
• Captain Trevor Hampton • Wally Potts • 
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HDS Fund Raiser 2002 
An Original U.S. Navy Mark V Helmet for $5 
WIN THIS HELMET!!! 
Grand Prize 
Original U.S. Navy Mark V Diving Helmet 
Other Prizes Include: 
Deep Sea Divers Knife 
Vintage Double Hose Regulator 
Limited Edition Siebe Gorman Print 
Signed Hans Hass book 
and more. 
Tickets are $5 each or 5 for $20. Make checks payable to HDSUSA Fund Raiser and mail 
to 340 S. Kellogg Ave., Suite E, Goleta CA 93117. 
Drawing takes place in Las Vegas on October 26, 2002. 
Winners need not be present. All proceeds benefit HDSUSA and other participating diving related nonprofit organizations. 
Winners responsible for shipping costs. Drawing date and location subject to change. Void where prohibited by law. 
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HDS-USA lOth Anniversary Conference and Rally 
October 18-20, 2002 
Santa Barbara, California 
Invited Speakers 
Skin Diver Magazine Co-Founder 
Chuck Blakeslee 
The early days of American recreational diving post WWII, 
and the creation of Skin Diver Magazine 
HDS Russia Director 
Dr. Alexander Sledkov 
Russian deep diving achievements during the last century 
HDS ltalia Director 
Giancarlo Bartolli 
The history of the Galeazzi Company and 
Roberto Galeazzi's mixed gas demand helmet 
HDS South East Asia, Pacific President 
Bob Ramsay 
The Australian development and trials of the Clifford "Double-Helmet." 
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Advance order both tickets for $65, saving $8. Tickets for both events are LIMITED. 
For tickets contact HDS-USA at 805-692-0072, or send your check or money order, payable to HDS-
USA, to HDS-USA, 340 S. Kellog Suite E, Goleta, CA 93117. Visa, MC and Amex cards accepted. 
Tickets for the Conference are $28 and tickets for the Banquet are $45, making a total of $73. 
Last years banquet sold out and some members could not get in. Tickets are sold on first come, first 
served basis. BOOK EARLY. 
For hotel accomodation contact 1-800-292-2222 or 1-800-793-7666. 
Santa Barbara Chamber of Commerce and Visitors Bureau is at 1-805-966-9222 
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Guest Editorial 
Dr. Christian .J. Lambertsen 
0 2 under H 20 
The important theme of this issue of Historical Diver is Oxygen 
Underwater. The Society therefore chose to include an invited edito-
rial perspective of the concurrent beneficial and toxic effects of 
hyperoxic exposures, throughout the now many forms of diving. 
The Inevitability of Oxygen Poisoning, and the Practical 
Use of Oxygen at Toxic Pressures 
The toxicity of oxygen will remain the primary factor limiting 
improvements of effectiveness and safety in essentially all forms of 
diving. Oxygen is the life force in cell energy metabolism, but at the same time it exerts toxic effects upon 
many of the fundamental life processes it sustains. Even in our range of natural atmospheres, the continuous 
generation of oxygen free radicals (reactive oxygen species), produces both vital and damaging effects upon 
metabolic and membrane functions, and other biological processes. Our normal intrinsic antioxidant mecha-
nisms continuously scavenge these free radicals, preventing gross cumulative damage. However, as high 
oxygen pressures are used, as in diving, in decompression, in treatment of decompression sicknesses and in 
hyperbaric therapy generally, the intrinsic antioxidant defense mechanisms can be overwhelmed, and evident 
consequences of the oxygen poisoning process can develop. This can occur whether the high respired oxygen 
pressure is provided as pure oxygen, as air, or in mixtures of oxygen with helium or nitrogen as the inert 
carrier (or oxygen diluent) gas. 
Although oxygen must therefore be considered to have natural and universally toxic systemic properties, 
with effects upon multiple chemical reactions, cells, tissues and organs, the best recognized limiting expres-
sions of oxygen poisoning in man are pulmonary "sensory" neurologic symptoms and associated respiratory 
functional degradations, and the neurologic system electrical disruptions which produce generalized convul-
sions and associated unconsciousness. These overt effects are part of the whole body exposure to hyperoxia 
and should technically not be considered indicative of a higher""sensitivity" of brain cortex and lung tissue to 
oxygen poisoning. They represent the grossly obvious systemic effects, and are particular hazards ofhyperoxia 
in varied forms of underwater operations, and in treatment of diving and aerospace decompression incidents. 
In spite of its inevitable toxicity and progressive effects, oxygen at higher than natural pressures can be 
safely and effectively used in diving and therapy, within existing demonstrated limits for 0 2 pressure, work 
and resting conditions. As with many "drugs," its actions begin promptly, but an adverse effect of oxygen does 
not become disturbing immediately. Since mild effects disappear when oxygen use is discontinued, repeated 
exposure to moderate hyperoxia is practical in diving as well as in therapy. However, useful periods for 
practical use of oxygen breathing are not technically to be considered "Latent Periods," in spite of long use of 
this term. Rather, a useful duration of exposure to hyperoxia can be considered to represent a period of pro-
gressing toxic effects, prior to an eventual critical symptoms or functional failure. The occurrence of neuro-
logic signs including the convulsion is therefore not the onset of a "CNS" toxic effect, but the eventually 
functionally disruptive result of the increasing consequences of the total hyperoxic exposure period. Physi-
ologic factors which increase the local toxic hyperoxic dose in brain tissue, including exercise and increased 
inspired carbon dioxide, should therefore be considered to have unpredictable influence on safety from neuro-
logic expressions of oxygen poisoning in diving. The existing best sources of "practical limits" have derived 
from conservative interpretations of the many years of empirical trials within the U.S. Navy Experimental 
Diving Unit. 
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Advisory Board HDS-USA 
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DISCLAIMER 
Diving is a potentially hazardous practice and if practiced incorrectly, or with 
incomplete planning and procedures, can expose a person to considerable risks 
including serious injury 01 death. It requires specialized training, equipment and 
experience. IDS1DRICALDIVER is not intended as a substitute f01the above 
01 f01 the diver to abandon cOIDIDon sense in pursuit of diving activities beyond 
his 01 her abilities. IDS1DRICAL DIVER is intended as a source of informa-
tion on various aspects of diving, not as a substitute for proper training and 
experience. F01 training in diving, contact a national certification agency. The 
reader is advised that all the elements of hazard and risk associated with diving 
cannot be brought out within the scope of this text. The individuals, companies 
and organizations presented in IDS1DRICAL DIVER are not liable f01 darn-
age 01 injury including death which may result from any diving activities, with 
respect to information contained herein. 
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Editorial 0 2 under H 20 
With this issue we are pleased to welcome Best Publishing as a sponsor of the magazine. Our friends Jim and 
Susan Joiner run the largest diving book publication company in the world and have produced numerous books about 
diving history that are authored by HDS members. Welcome Jim and Susan! 
In this issue we focus on the use of oxygen under water. Our lead article covers the development of the rebreather 
and the nineteenth century work of Fluess in Great Britain. The article is authored by our British representative Peter 
Jackson, and is based on the presentation he gave at '96 Tek in New Orleans. Fluess' work with rebreather develop-
ment leads us forward into the 20th century where we meet several folk who benefited from his achievements. Tom 
Burgess, who received numerous accolades for his cover story on the Confederate Civil War divers Smith and Broadfoot 
in the Spring 2001 issue, sits us down with WWII veteran Clayton Decker to learn of his escape from the sunken USS 
TANG, using a Momsen Lung. 
In this issue we also introduce a new section, Navy Diver, which will cover the history of various divers and units. 
Mark Howell continues with the oxygen theme as he interviews another WWII veteran, Harold Nething, who has 
become a regular diver with the California Classic Equipment Group almost 60 years later. Harold recalls how he 
decided to improve the Pirelli rebreather for the USN in 1948. 
Tracy Robinette expands on the military use of 0 2 as introduces us to some USN Experimental Diving Unit 
rebreathers in the Ye Olde Master Diver's Locker. The oxygen rebreather is also central to the career of Hans Hass, 
who is referenced on the HDS Germany page, and also featured in the E.R. Cross Files. 
Another European diver who's early career involved the oxygen rebreather is Italy's Luigi Ferraro, and we are 
happy to publish the news that Professor Ferraro is to receive the Historical Diver Pioneer Award for 2001. Our 
congratulations to Professor Ferraro, who was involved with the editing of one of the first diving magazines, Italy's 
Sport Subacqueo, in 1948. 
Leslie Leaney and Andy Lentz 
Diving Books from Best Publishing Company 
When Pressure is 
Mounting, Decompress 
With a BEST book 
For details and easy online ordering for all 
BEST books, visit us at www.bestpub.com 
Best Publishing Company 
is proud to sponsor Historical Diver magazine 
P.O. Box 30100, Flagstaff, /JIZ. 86003-0100 
Phone: 1.800.468.1055 • 928.527.1055 
Fax: 928.526.0370 • Email: divebooks@bestpub.com 
Largest Publisher in the World on Diving and Hyperbaric Medicine Books 
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Advisory Board 
James Cameron 
Born in Kapuskasing, Ontario, Canada, James 
Cameron grew up near Niagra Falls. In 1971 he 
moved to Brea, California where he studied phys-
ics at Fullerton College while working as a ma-
chinist and, later, a truck driver. Setting his sights 
on a career in film, Cameron quit his trucking job 
in 1978 and raised money from a consortium of 
local dentists to produce a 35mm short film. He 
served as producer, director, co-writer, editor, min-
iature builder, cinematographer and special effects 
supervisor on that production. 
Cameron's maiden film project led to a posi-
tion at Roger Corman's New World Pictures work-
ing on Battle Front Beyond the Stars, on which 
he served in multiple capacities, including Produc-
tion Designer. He was soon able to parlay this ex-
perience into a stint as Second Unit Director on 
Galaxy of Terror. Convinced that he'd found his 
calling, Cameron decided to write his own script 
and attach himself to direct. That fateful decision 
led to Cameron's 1984 sleeper hit, The Termina-
tor, which launched his directorial career. 
Since that time, Cameron has served as writer, 
producer, director, and/or editor on such films as 
Rambo: First Blood Part II, Aliens, Point Break, 
Terminator II: Judgment Day, True Lies, Ti-
tanic, and his underwater spectacular, The Abyss. 
HDS members such as Phil Nuytten, Bob Kirby, AI Giddings, Ralph White and Emory Kristov have supplied their 
expertise to Cameron's visions. His films have blazed new trails in visual and sound effects and set numerous perfor-
mance records both domestically and abroad. Titanic, which Cameron wrote, produced and directed, currently holds 
both the domestic and worldwide box office records, having grossed over $1.8 billion at the global box office. Cameron's 
films have also earned numerous nominations and awards from a variety of organizations, culminating in Titanic's 
record-tying 11 Academy Awards including Cameron's three Oscars for Best Picture, Best Direction and Best Editing. 
He also received the Academy of Underwater Arts and Science year 2000 award for Artistic achievement. 
In recent years Cameron has begun exploring other entertainment avenues, including a small screen maiden tele-
vision effort, the one-hour dramatic television series Dark Angel. Now in its second season, Dark Angel has gained 
a loyal following and a number of prestigious nominations and awards, including "People's Choice Award" for Best 
New Television Drama. Cameron has also immersed himself in the study of man's potential next great step in the 
exploration of space: Mars. Through extensive research, and working closely with experts at NASA and throughout 
the private sector, Cameron has developed a wholly feasible near-term mission architecture, which could put man on 
the red planet within the next 15 years. These central plans provide the spine of a group of related entertainment 
projects which Cameron is currently working on including a novel which Cameron is co-writing. 
Currently Cameron is editing Ghosts of the Abyss, a nonfiction, 3D large-format film he is producing for Walden 
Media. He is also in various stages of development and pre-production on a number of feature film projects, including 
an adaptation Stanislaw Lem's science fiction classic Solaris, which Steven Soderbergh is writing and directing. 
We all welcome Jim onboard the Historical Diving Society USA. 
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2001 HDS-USA E.R. Cross Award Recipient 
Bob Rusnak, New York 
The Board of Directors is pleased to announce that Bob Rusnak is the 2001 recipient of the HDS-USA E.R. Cross 
Award. 
In 1956, Bob began diving with mask, fins and snorkel in Long Island Sound, New York. He started off spearfishing 
and occasionally sold part of his catch to fund his diving activities. Once he saw Lloyd Bridges don scuba gear in 
television's Sea Hunt, Bob was motivated to learn to dive. Starting with an old Healthways double-hose regulator and 
tank, Bob ventured forth without any training and survived several mishaps. His father quickly enrolled him in the 
local Y.M.C.A. program at Jamaica Queens. His instructors June and Leroy Keiser, instilled in him the safety disci-
pline that keeps Bob around today. After passing the Y.M.C.A. course Bob used his mechanical aptitude to produce 
home-made equipment in an effort to keep his diving budget low. He converted fire extinguishers to scuba tanks and 
began to tinker around with other diving items. Mixing his ability with things mechanical with his love of the water, 
Bob moved from recreational diving to Hydroplane racing, winning the American Power Boat Association's U.S. 
National Hydroplane Championship 250 cc Class in 1977. A string of other Championships and trophies followed and 
Bob still retains ties to the sport today. 
He returned to diving in the late 1980's when his son Donald found an old double hose regulator and they rebuilt 
it together. This rekindled Bob's tinkering and diving disease and he quickly joined Jim Boyd's classic helmet diving 
group, involving himself in antique equipment operation and restoration. After his first dive in a U.S.N. Mark V in 
1994, he was introduced to the HDS-USA. "Then everything got totally out of hand!" to quote Bob. 
In announcing the award the Board made note of Bob's lengthy volunteer service, with Greg Platt, at the HDS 
booth in Boston, New Jersey and Chicago. They especially recognized Bob's donation of equipment to the Musee 
Espalion, and the very successful large HDS display at the Long Island Maritime Museum, which was achieved 
practically single-handedly by Bob. We all wish there were more like him! 
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The world's leading manufacturer of diving helmets and 
full face masks and a proud founding member of 
The ffistorical Diving Society 
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The Historical Diver Magazine Pioneer Award, 2001 
M.D. V.M., Professor Luigi Ferraro 
The Board of Directors are pleased to announce that the 
recipient of the The Historical Diver Magazine Pioneer Award, 
2001, is M.O.V.M., Professor Luigi Ferraro, ofltaly. 
Professor Ferraro was born in Genoa, Italy on November 
3, 1914. He spent part of his youth in Libya and studied in 
Rome. His natural sporting ability led him to aquatics and he 
graduated from the physical training college at Famesina. 
During World War II he was a member of the legendary Ital-
ian Gamma group, generally acknowledged as the world's 
first self-contained underwater combat unit. His wife Orietta 
Romano was also inducted into the assault swimmers group 
and they were deployed using their newlywed status as cover. 
In June 1943, operating as an Italian diplomat, Professor 
Ferraro received an assignment against allied shipping in the 
port of Alexandretta in Turkey. Under the cover of darkness 
he conducted a solo beach entry operation, swimming 2,300 
meters, placing mines under the hull of the Greek steamer 
ORION, and swimming 2,300 meters back to shore. The de-
layed action mines eventually sunk the ORION when she was 
under way. Ferraro's underwater assaults went un-detected 
and within a month he had sunk two ships and disabled a 
third, accounting for 24,000 tons shipping. He continued as a 
member of the Gama teams in Italy until captured by the Al-
lies. For his service to his country he was awarded Medaglia 
d'Oro al Valore Militare (Gold Medal for Military Valour), 
Italy's highest military award. 
During the post war years he was involved in numerous 
military, civil, recreational and commercial diving programs in Italy. In 1948 he assisted in editing what many 
historians believe to be the first recreational diving magazine, Italy's Sport Subacqueo, and continued his 
involvement in the 1950s with Mondo Subacqueo. In 1959 he co-founded C.M.A.S. (Confederation Mondiale 
des Activitees Sous-Marin) with Jacques Yves 
Cousteau and others, and this European based or-
ganization still flourishes today. He later formed the 
manufacturing company Technisub, and served as 
its President until 1982. Professor Ferraro has also 
been involved in numerous other diving activities, 
and a book covering his career was published in the 
Italian language in 2000. He is currently the Hon-
orary President of HDS Italy. 
Some of the WWII exploits of Professor Ferraro 
are recorded in the book Sea Devils, by J. Valerio 
Borghese, which is available from HDS-USA. 
Giancarlo Bartolli 
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In The Mail 
PEARL HARBOR DIVER 
I wish to thank the staff of Historical Diver for publishing 
the article about my diving career. I also want to thank 
Dorothy Barstad for writing it and connecting me with 
the Pearl Harbor activities she was involved in. I am sorry 
I could not make the California Classic Equipment Divers 
Pearl Harbor Rally. I was in hospital, but maybe I will 
make the next one. Thank you all and REMEMBER 
PEARL HARBOR. 
Voices From The Deep 
Lester Ritchie 
Yuma, Arizona 
I have read Leslie Jacobs' articles about the old time divers 
and have enjoyed them, especially the one about Tooker 
who, like me, has worked many ship salvage operations. 
Coincidentally, in 1941 I worked under his father and 
uncle, John and George, for several weeks on a sunken 
coal collier which had sunk hull down off Buzzards Bay. I 
was designated wrecker and diving supernumerary. I did 
not get to dive on her but gathered valuable lessons. The 
work was hard and in miserable October weather. I val-
ued working under the Tookers who were real tough old-
timers. Leslie Jacobs has a talent and I'll be looking for-
ward to each new interview. 
Carl Peterson 
Niles, Illinois 
(Ed. Mr. Peterson was interviewed by Leslie in Volume 8, 
issue 4) 
YE OLDE MASTER DIVER'S LOCKER: 
WINTER2002 
Correction: The Winter 2002 column was titled U.S. Navy 
Mark 10, which was an error. That was the column title in 
the previous issue and the editors forgot to remove it. The 
Winter 2002 column should have been titled "Umbilically 
Fed Rebreathers." Our apologies to Tracy and to anyone 
who was misled. The following correspondence expands 
upon Tracy's article and is slightly edited. 
The FGG III was used extensively by DIVCON in all 
bell operations from the mid 60s through the early 70s. 
The primary reason for its use was that being a total "re 
breather," it kept the cost of HE02 down, which gave a 
distinct marketing advantage. 
In those days we used a 90/10 HE02 premix for all 
our diving operations to 500 ft. I say 500 ft because we 
only had tables for "bouncing" to that depth. (Having said 
that, we used the FGG III in 530 ft from the Discover II 
offshore New Zealand in 1968-9.) The system itself was 
not a universally diver friendly rig. By this I mean we had 
a lot of ex"hard hat" divers who could not adapt to breath-
ing via a mouth piece with a nose clip. (The nose clip was 
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to prevent a build-up of C02 in the face mask.) 
As luck would have it, DIVCON's main bell opera-
tions were outside the US and employed a lot of British 
ex naval clearance divers to whom rebreathers were sec-
ond nature. One particularly unpleasant aspect of the sys-
tem was that you had to maintain a regular breathing pat-
tern. If you fell behind, the system would inflate the bag 
and it felt like you were out of gas. The way round this 
was to exhale forcibly then start breathing normally. As 
you can imagine, at 400 feet plus, working hard, it is dif-
ficult to maintain a "steady" breathing pattern. I can per-
sonally state that when it happens it captures your full 
attention! Another source of irritation was that we were 
not allowed to maintain the "blocks" in the field. They 
had to be sent back to Draeger. 
Around 1971, we tried the SMS 1B but found several 
problems, specifically that the emergency bypass was situ-
ated in the bell and was operated by the bellman. Bear in 
mind that in those days we had very poor communica-
tions both to the bell and the surface. For reference, we 
were using the D.U.C. system, which is the bone conduc-
tor system. This hardly ever worked and we relied on hand 
signals via our umbilicals. Another problem was that the 
"control blocks" tended to freeze due to helium and low 
temperature in the bells. With the transformation of 
DIVCON to Oceaneering, FFG III and SMS lBs were 
phased out and replaced by KMB8 and Rat Hats. 
Patent Pix 
Mike Horlock, 
Singapore 
beautifully ftamecl antique patent cltawings 
Lffi.a-u..u. 
JIW?f'.hv.i. 
~h/./<.A/&. 
A perfect gift fot the ~ivet in yout life 
visit out online catalog at 
www.patentpix.com 
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In The News 
HDS at Explorers Club. Thanks to the kind generosity 
of Betsy Royal of Mares, the HDS had a display booth at 
the Explorers Club annual banquet held at New York's 
Waldorf Astoria hotel in March. As a sponsor of Histori-
cal Diver Magazine and the BTS/HDS diving museum 
at the Beneath the Sea Show, Mares has constantly sup-
ported our efforts to promote the importance of our div-
ing history. Our thanks to Betsy, and Mares President Carlo 
Bertozzi for allowing the Society this unique opportunity 
to present our message to members of The Explorers Club. 
Mares President Carlo Bertozzi and Betsy Royal visit the 
HDS display at The Explorers Club annual banquet. 
New Diving History Book. HDS member Cris Kohl has a new book out which will appeal to many diving historians. 
His Great Lakes Diving Guide gives brief histories of hundreds of shipwrecks and descriptions of what each site looks 
like today. It covers the upper St. Lawrence River, all five of the Great Lakes, all interconnecting waterways and 
inland dive sites throughout the Great Lakes region. The book contains over 700 archival, surface and underwater 
photos as well as 57 regional Great Lakes maps and 140 shipwreck drawings. The 416 page book retails for only 
$19.95 and is available through Seawolf Communications at 630-293-8996, or www.seawolfcommunications.com 
Commercial Diving History. The Bureau of Applied Research in An-
thropology at the University of Arizona is compiling a History of the 
Offshore Oil and Gas Industry and its Effects on Southern Louisiana. 
The University's Diane Austin was at Underwater Intervention in New 
Orleans where she interviewed several current and former divers. She 
is seen here at the HDS booth with noted Louisiana-based diver Buddy 
Ayers. For more information on the project contact Diane at 
daustin@u.arizona.edu. 
Vintage Dive Club. A group of divers from Minnesota and Wisconsin have recently formed a club to dive vintage 
twin and single hose regulators and a Miller Dunn helmet. For information contact Frans Carlson at 763-536-8327, or 
email WKrelease@aol.com. 
The 2001 Fund Raising drawing for the USN Mark V hel-
met was held in New Orleans March 2. Shown drawing the 
winning ticket is ADC Executive Director Ross Saxon, as-
sisted by HDS chairman Lee Selisky. Our congratulations to 
all the winners, who are listed on page 18. 
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Helmets In History 
Historical Diver Magazine sponsor MAR-VEL Underwater Equip., Inc. of 
Pennsauken, New Jersey, has recently announced its release of the first in a series of 
historical commemorative coins. The limited edition coin series is titled "Helmets in 
History" and will feature a different diving helmet every year. 
This year's limited edition bronze coins feature the legendary U.S. Navy Mark V 
helmet, which was the backbone for Navy diving for most of last century. The coins 
are intricately detailed to show the quality of workmanship that the artist used to 
capture the beauty and feel of the U.S. Navy Mark V helmet. Each coin measures one 
and a half inches in diameter. Only three thousand of these coins were struck at the 
mint, then the mold was destroyed. Each coin is independently numbered and is almost 
certain to become a collector's piece. MAR-VEL will distribute only two thousand 
coins this year. 
The coins are $10.00 each and MAR-VEL will contribute $1.00 from every sale to 
the Association of Diving Contractors International Scholarship Foundation. 
Coins are available from MAR-VEL by calling 856-488-4499 or by sending a check 
or money order to MAR-VEL at 7100 Airport Highway, Pennsauken, NJ 08109. 
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Conway 
2002 ADC Awards 
Grubbs - Jim Caldwell- Lazaro del Castillo 
ADC Executive Director Ross Saxon and President 
Jim Dore with the ADC President's Award winner 
Lazaro del Castillo. 
The ADC's John B. Galletti Award went to Conway 
"Whitey" Grubbs. Whitey's son, Jim Grubbs, accepted 
the award on his behalffromADC President Jim Dore. 
ADC President Jim Dore presents the Tom 
Devine Memorial Award to Jim Caldwell. 
The 2002 John B. Galletti Award recipient was Conway "Whitey" Grubbs. Whitey began his underwater wet 
welding activities in 1969 when he and other skilled divers qualified and repaired structural damage to the newly 
installed Kazzan 1 offshore oil storage structure located in over 150 feet in the Persian Gulf while he was employed by 
Chicago Bridge & Iron Limited. Whitey Grubbs' career spanned the period from 1948 through 1999 during which he 
held numerous responsible management positions with Chicago Bridge & Iron, as President of D & W Underwater 
Welding Services, Inc., and prior to his retirement, as Director of Underwater Welding for Global Divers and Contrac-
tors. 
The 2002 Tom Devine Memorial Award was presented to Jim Caldwell. Jim began his diving career in 1943 while 
in the United States Navy. Following discharge from the Navy in 1947 Jim began commercial diving in the Northeast-
em United States, where he formed a diving unit attached to the Lakehurst Naval Air Station. Mr. Caldwell went on to 
form Ocean County Diving, Caldwell Diving, and Caldwell Cable Ventures and in 1998 eventually sold his company 
to General Dynamics Corp. The company currently operates as IT Telecommunications. Jim is recognized for his 
specialized knowledge and expertise in the installation and burial of power and communications cables around the 
world, both offshore and inshore. Using his in-house designed and built jet assisted underwater cable plows, his 
companies successfully laid and buried cables below the bottom to depths ranging from 3 to 45 feet and installed fiber 
optic cables for AT&T and Bell Atlantic around the world. Jim is presently active with the Institute of Diving in 
Panama City Florida as a Past President and serves as an Advisory Member of the Board of the HDS USA. 
Mr. Lazaro del Castillo, Chairman of the ADC Latin American & Caribbean Chapter and President of Sebute, S. 
A., was the recipient of the 2001 ADC President's Award. Lazaro retired from the Colombian Navy in 1992 as Officer 
Major, having been the only Officer qualified as a Saturation Diver, and operator of both the Jim and Wasp One 
atmosphere vehicles, and received both Underwater Demolition and SEAL Training from the United States Navy. 
Lazaro, in his official capacity with Buceo y Salvamento, headed the first underwater archaeological study of many 
wrecks in Colombian waters. In September, 2000, Lazaro del Castillo responded to the challenge of becoming Chair-
man of the newly formed Latin American & Caribbean Chapter of ADC. Since that time he has worked tirelessly to 
promote safety, communication, and education throughout the region and to generate increased membership. 
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Underwater Magazine 
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AQUANAUT/HYDRONAUT REUNION 
By Edward C. Cargile 
Photos ©2002 Leslie Leaney 
Guest speaker James Cameron with HDS Advisory Board 
member Andy Rechnitzer. 
Always the gracious west coast hosts, Sealab's Jack 
Tomsky and Walt Mazzonne. 
The Aquanaut/Hydronaut Reunion 2002 was held in San Diego in March. This was a joint project for all the 
aquanauts and support teams on the U.S. Navy underwater habitat program Sealab, members of the Deep Submersible 
Pilots Association, and the crew on the bathyscaphs TRIESTE and TRIESTE II. 
Attendees came from all over the continental U.S., Hawaii, Alaska, and other parts of the compass. The event-
filled four days included many activities. Everyone relaxed Thursday night at a cocktail party at the home of Cmdr. 
Bob Bornholdt and lots of sea stories were told. 
Dr. Andy Rechnitzer was MC for a luncheon on Friday, with melange of speakers relating their experiences on the 
TRIESTE and Sealab programs. Speakers included Dr. Don Walsh, Larry Shumaker, John Michel, Dr. John Craven, 
Capt. Walt Mazzone, Cmdr. Jack Tomsky and others. 
On Friday night a large dinner was held, with Dr. Rechnitzer presiding. Speakers included Dr. Anatoly Sagalevitch 
(Director of the Russian research ship KELDYSH and the two deep submersibles MIR 1 and MIR 2), Jim Cameron 
(Academy Award winning movie director), and Ralph White (Academy Award winning cinematographer and holder 
of the record for the most dives to TITANic). The three gentlemen presented highlights of their recent dives to the 
TITANIC. 
On Saturday morning a very entertaining program was held at Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute. Dr. Rechnitzer 
organized the program and acted as MC. The History Channel TV show on the Trieste deep dives, The World's 
Deepest Dive was screened. The program had been co-produced by Dr. Rechnitzer and Ed Cargile, and featured John 
Michel, Don Walsh, Larry Shumacker and Dr. Rechnitzer. 
Jim Stewart, Diving Officer Emeritus at Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla, followed and showed a 
film from an ROY that dove to the site of Sealab II. 
Jim Cameron presented footage from his latest project. The incredible 3-D film high definition film revealed how 
Russia's Dr. Anatoly Sagalevitch (second from left) joins 
three of the Trieste World Record Deep Dive team, John 
Michel, Don Walsh and Larry Shumaker. 
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HDS members Captain Karin Lynn and Commander Karen 
Kohanowichflank the ever eloquent and dapper John Craven, 
former Chief Scientist of U.S. Navy Special Projects Office. 
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Chris Roper and Don Rodocker watch the 
monitor as James Cameron pilots their ROV 
around the Holiday Inn pool. 
Former HDS-USA Chairman Dr. Paul 
Linaweaver with fellow Sealab member and 
Founding Benefactor, Dr. Jim Vorosmarti 
two ROV s were maneuvered from the Russian deep submersibles MIR 
1 and MIR 2. The ROV s carried special cameras and lights down six 
decks inside the TITANIC. The ROVs and high definition cameras were 
designed and built by Mike Cameron from Dark Matter of Santa Clarita, 
CA. Lights were from DeepSea Power & Light of San Diego, Cali-
fornia. The footage is being edited into a new 3-D IMAX film called 
Ghost of the Abyss, which will be out in August or September of this 
year. 
Cmdr. Bornholdt was MC for a dinner. The keynote speaker was 
Cmdr. Bobbie Scholley, Commanding Officer, Mobile Diving and 
Keyport Museum's Ron Roehmholdt with 
Scripp's Institute's Kevin Hardy. Ron won 
the raffle for a Mark V stained glass panel 
made by Walt Mazonne. 
Salvage Unit Two. Cmdr. 
Scholley shared events 
that occurred during the 
salvage operations on the 
U.S.S. MoNITOR. 
The large attendance 
of those involved and in-
terested friends and guests 
showed that these under-
sea programs have not 
been forgotten. The his-
tory that was shared clari-
fied several points, and ev-
eryone was brought up to 
date with some of the lat-
est deep submergence 
activities. 
The World's leading manufacturer of Underwater Lift Bags 
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Is a proud sponsor of 
HISTORICAL DIVER 
SUBSAL VE USA 
P. 0. BOX 9307 
PROVIDENCE, Rl 02940 USA 
Ph: 401.467.6962 
Fx: 401.521.6962 
Email: Richard@Subsalve.com 
http://www.Subsalve.com 
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Fund Raiser 2001 
Winners 
Del Swingle with his new "old friend." 
Dear HDS, 
I still can't believe my good fortune at winning the 
grand prize in the HDS 2001 raffle. I graduated from the 
US Naval School of Salvage, class #50, at Bayonne, New 
Jersey in 1953. I was a salvage diver on the USS HEcTOR 
AR 7 and the USS AJAx AR6. Both were repair ships oper-
ating in Japan, Korea, Hong Kong and the Philippines. 
The helmet brings back so many memories. You can 
never know how pleased I am to have my very own Mark 
V. It's like seeing an old friend again. I can only say thank 
you, thank you, thank you! 
Del Swingle 
FUND RAISER 2001 WINNERS 
1. Original DESCO USN Mark V diving helmet. 
DEL SWINGLE, Nebraska. 
2. Rouquayrol Denayrouze Statue, courtesy Nautiek. 
MATTHEW BALLISH, Ohio. 
3. Galeazzi Diver's Knife, courtesy ProtecoSub. 
JAMES COLBECK, Michigan. 
4. John Steel Limited edition print. 
THOMAS SZYMANSKI, New Hampshire. 
5. Siebe Gorman 175th Anniversary Print. 
M. M. BLACK, California. 
6. Vintage two hose regulator. 
BILL VADEN, South Carolina. 
7. Signed books from Hans Hass. 
N. DONKERSLOOT, Florida. 
8. Signed books from the library of E.R. Cross. 
R. C. GLASGOW, Alaska. 
9. Two diving books authored by Steve Barsky. 
KEVIN IRELAND, New York. 
10. USN Diving Manual1943 reprint. 
WARREN LINK, New Mexico. 
11. USN Diving Manual 1943 reprint. 
TONY HOLLAND, California. 
DESCO CORPORATION 
U.S. Navy Mark V 
Diving Helmet 
The Soldering Line 
DESCO Corporation 
240 N. Milwaukee Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
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has a long and proud history in the commercial 
diving industry. We are proud to sponsor the 
Historical Diving Society in their efforts to pre-
serve and share the inventions, and stories of the 
events and people who made the diving industry 
what it is today. 
The Assembly Line 
DESCO Fisheries 
Diving Helmet 
Ready to Ship 
Phone: 414-272-2371 
FAX: 414-272-2373 
E-Mail: diveq@execpc.com 
www.divedesco.com 
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We are pleased to welcome passionate diver, environmentalist and movie director James Cameron to the Advisory 
Board of the Society. Known for his spectacular work with Titanic and The Terminator, Jim is revered by many 
divers for his direction on The Abyss, his 1989 project which involved various future HDS members. 
The first quarter of the year saw the Society making our regular appearances at regional diving shows. Bob 
Rusnak and Jay Rogers staffed our booth at Boston Sea Rovers in early March. At the same time Jill and Leslie Leaney 
manned another booth at Underwater Intervention 2002 in New Orleans. This year's event was held in the Morial 
Convention Center and was considered by many to be the best convention to date. A plaque was presented to ADC 
Chairman Jim Don! recognizing the association's ten years of support of the HDS-USA. Society representatives 
attended the SEALAB Reunion in San Diego as guests of Advisory Board member Andy Rechnitzer (see report on 
page 16), Ed Cassano of the Santa Barbara Maritime Museum also attended and plans are underway for a small 
SEALAB exhibit at Ed's facility. Immediately after SEALAB Kent Rockwell and Leslie Leaney staffed the HDS 
booth alongside the California Classic Equipment Divers at the Long Beach Aquarium's First Diver's Day. (See report 
on page 54). In late March Bob Rusnak and Greg Platt staffed the HDS booth and museum display at the Beneath The 
Sea Show in New Jersey. This was the first show after the attacks of 9/11/01 and many visitors were reminded of those 
events by the changed Manhattan skyline. Lee Selisky and Leslie Leaney staffed the Society display at the Explorer's 
Club Annual Dinner in Manhattan on March 23, and on the same weekend Kenny Knott represented the Society at the 
dedication of the Crilley building in San Diego (see report on page 56). In early April John Kane manned the Society 
booth at Seas Scuba Expo in Raleigh, North Carolina. This was the first time the HDS had attended this event. It was 
held on the campus of North Carolina State University and special thanks are due to Carri Owens-St. Germain and to 
Captain and Mrs. Owens for their assistance to the HDS. Later that month Greg Platt and Bob Rusnak hosted our 
booth at Our World Underwater, in Chicago. As we go to press John and Gayle GaHagan are gearing up to run the HDS 
booth at OceanFest 2002 in Lauderdale-by-
the-Sea, Florida. 
At the February Board meeting it was 
decided to slightly increase our individual 
membership dues from $35 to $40 to keep 
up with rising costs. This is only the sec-
ond membership increase in ten years, dur-
ing which time Society operating costs and 
US Postal service fees have risen substan-
tially. In that same period Historical Diver 
has grown from an irregular black and white 
publication of 24 pages to a regular quar-
terly color-cover publication of 68 pages. 
While the membership increase is slight it 
appears our dues are still less than compa-
rable organizations providing a similar ser-
vice in other fields, such as aviation and 
transportation. 
The HDS-USA Conference and Rally 
is scheduled for October 18-20 and details 
are printed at the front of this issue. We hope 
to see you there. 
Ross Saxon (left) and Jim Dore (right) accept a plaque from Leslie Leaney 
of the Historical Diving Society USA thanking the ADC for 10 years of 
support. 
340 S KELLOGG AVESTE E, GOLETA, CA. 93117 U.S.A. 
PHONE: 805-692-0072 FAX: 805-692-0042 e-mail: HDS@HDS.ORG or HTTP://www.hds.org/ 
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Early Commercial Helium Divers 
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L toR. back row, Jim Thompson, Harry Davis, Jerry Ruse, Whitey Steffens, 
Bob Lube, Bob Ratcliffe and Lad Handelman (with white cap) 
Earlier this year a small reunion of commercial oil field divers took place at Advisory Board Member Lad 
Handelman's home in Santa Barbara, California. All were either abalone divers or part of the support crew before 
entering the oil field diving business. The group was assembled to meet Jim Thompson, who was passing through 
town after his successful treatment of prostate cancer at Lorna Linda Medical center, where they use proton beam 
technology. Included in the group were three of the five members of General Offshore Diver's original helium diving 
team, Jerry Ruse, Whitey Steffens and Lad Handelman. The other two team members were the late Reggie Richardson, 
and Dan Wilson. In 1963 the team operated aboard the drilling ship Cuss 1, which was named for its four oil company 
partners, Continental, Union, Shell and Superior. The General Offshore team is generally considered commercial 
diving's first mixed gas team. 
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Heavy Gear 
Weekend Workshop 
July 19-21, 2002 
at Santa Barbara City College 
Sponsored by: 
Central Coast Working Equipment Group 
and SBCC Marine Technology Dept. 
Learn to dive and have fun using: 
The US Navy MKV and 
Kirby Morgan Air Helmets 
Cost: $375.00 Contact: Don Barthelmess at 
805-965-0581 x 2426/2427 or mdt@sbcc.net 
download schedule and application forms at: 
www.sbcc.net/academic/mdtlwhatsnew/workshops 
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SOUIH EASf ASIA PACIFIC 
Dog) Baillieu and here we 
renewed many old friend-
ships with former skippers 
and crew, sang old pear ling 
songs and consumed large 
amounts of rum and beer. 
A reunion of divers re-
cently held in Broome, West-
em Australia, included many 
of the pioneers who used the 
light, surface supply equip-
ment that revolutionized the 
Australian Pearling Industry. 
Many regarded these young 
lads with the new fangled 
gear as a bit like "Don 
Quixote" type characters, 
who took on and beat the tra-
ditional industry helmet 
divers. They were led by the 
Selby Isles, Dale Chapman, Phil Wayne 
Over the period of the 
festival there were many 
highlights; from the Shinju 
Ball, to a new pearling 
song written and sung by 
Allan Badger specially for 
the occasion. 
Australian inventor of the demand single hose regulator, 
Ted Eldrid, who produced a surface supply version of his 
SCUBA unit for the Royal Australian Navy. Ted's unit 
had a petrol powered compressor which supplied the diver 
via a hose and a "Porpoise" demand regulator. The fol-
lowing letter appeared in the Snorkel to Snorkel section 
of The Asian Pacific Diving magazine "Sport Diver" #90 
Feb/ March 2002. Thanks to Sport Diver for allowing us 
to reproduce it here. 
Dear Barry, 
Just a quick note from the past. In late August 
I was contacted by Tazuko Kaino the President of 
the Shinju Matsuri Festival of the Pearl commit-
tee in Broome W A. Tazuko wanted to contact the 
original "White Divers" that I had put together to 
start the Hookah pearl diving systems to replace 
the Hard Hat diving out of Broome. We were to 
be invited as guests of the Shinju committee to a 
reunion in Broome. 
Eventually eight of our vintage camp 
spearo 's-come-pearl-divers attended, arriving 
from all over Australia. They included a good se-
lection of former State and Australian title hold-
ers. This was quite a good tum up considering 
that it was 30 years ago that Allan Badger, Brian 
Mackenna, Bruce Farley and myself arrived in 
Broome to challenge the systems. 
Also of interest was that the father of Tazuko 
Keino was at this time the Head Japanese diver 
we were competing against. The first get together 
was at the Broome Pearl Luggers Complex where 
two of our old pearl luggers are on display. This 
was hosted by former pearl diver Richard (Salty 
Thirty years was a long 
time to wait for a reunion of geriatric divers and 
could have almost been too long for some of us, 
but we are all grateful to Tazuko and all involved 
for what was a fabulous visit. 
Divers attending were Dale Chapman, Allan 
Badger, Les Seimek, Len Joyce, Jim Everett, 
Selby Isles, Phil Wayne and many others. 
Fond regards, 
Dale Chapman 
Cairns, Australia 
Chappo, great to hear from you - sounds like 
the Broome Shinju Matsuri Festival of Pearl was 
a great success with the return of the original white 
divers whose hookah techniques replaced the hard 
hat from the past. Your attendees listed at the end 
of your letter is for me, "A blast from the past!" 
All were national spearfishing identities from my 
youth- so pleased you are all celebrating life! 
Barry Andrewartha, 
Editor 
Currently a great deal of new research is almost ready 
to be published on the "Porpoise" regulator, which is a 
pivotal piece of equipment. Historian Jeff Maynard's new 
book will be released in September. We are happy to re-
port that Ted Eldrid is still enjoying life, and stubbornly 
refusing all attempts to entice him away from home to 
talk to the HDS SEAP, but Ted, we will not give up! You 
are a gentleman with a great story to tell. 
NEW WEBB HYPERLINK 
http:/ /www.hdsseap.org 
PO BOX 2064, Normanville, 5204 South Australia, Australia, www .. hdsseap.org 
Phone +61 8 8558 2970 Fax +61 8 8558 3490 Email: bramsay1@ozemail.com.au 
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American Underwater Photography From the Hans Hass Archive 
TERRITORY OF HAWAII 
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
OF AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY 
HONOLULU 1 
German Editor Michael Jung has recently been researching the Hans Hass Archives and has located some corre-
spondence relating to underwater photography in America and the Pacific. 
On August 27, 1948, Vernon E. Brock, Director, Division ofFish and Game, Territory of Hawaii, Honolulu, wrote 
to Hans wishing to purchase Hans' books, Fotojagd Am Meeresgrund and 3 Jaeger Auf Dem Meersesgrund. He also 
wrote: 
"I have, during the past ten years, engaged, whenever possible, in taking submarine photos here (Hawaii), 
at Catalina, off the west coast of Mexico, and in the Marshall Islands. These pictures, largely in color, have 
been taken with a Zeiss Contaple camera enclosed in a brass case. Recently this office has obtained a 16 mm 
movie camera in a brass case for making submarine movies. Both the camera cases mentioned permit film 
transport, focusing, and making an exposure under water. The movie camera is additionally equipped so that 
the diaphragm opening can also be adjusted while submerged." 
Hans replied to this letter and on September 21, 1948, Brock responded thanking Hans for the books and stating 
the following. 
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"Your mention of amphibious type diving apparatus interests me. I built a self-contained oxygen outfit in 
1939 for use off the west coast of Mexico and found it quite satisfactory. During my work for the U.S. Navy 
at Bikini Atoll I used a wartime developed apparatus which was excellent. However, in depths of 20 meters 
some of the divers developed cases of oxygen poisoning while using similar apparatus; since then I have done 
most of my diving with compressed air and face mask. If there has been any European developments in the 
field of self-contained diving apparatus that are now on the market, I would appreciate learning about it." 
"During the war a naval officer stationed here built a submarine camera case from transparent plastic. 
This case was rigged with a small cylinder of compressed air and with valves so that the pressure inside the 
case was always slightly more than the external pressure of the sea. He had a pair of heavy rubber gloves 
mounted through the sides of the case so that all adjustments could be made on the camera while on the 
bottom. Some of his pictures were the clearest and best focused that I have ever seen, and his close-ups of 
coral showed the individual animals in detail." 
Are there any underwater photography historians who know who the particular "navy officer" might be? 
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C-DOGS 
West Coast, the Canadian Divers of Old Gear 
Ross Cowell ascends in Morse 
single light and vintage dress. 
Nara Crawford in her father's Mark V. 
A working equipment group on the West Coast, the 
Canadian Divers of Old Gear (or C-DOGS, for short) have 
held several equipment rallies this spring. The first took 
place on February 17, 2002, in Gibsons BC, when the 
members christened a brand new Morse Mark V helmet 
with special serial number belonging to group member 
Dave Carr. Dave took his first plunge in his new helmet 
and vintage Mark V dress in organizer Bob Crawford's 
swimming pool while Bob tended and Dave's wife Teresa 
looked on. Also diving that day was the next generation: 
Bob's daughter Nara, who enjoyed her first dip in heavy 
gear wearing Bob's vintage DESCO Mark V. 
When the group met again in Gibsons in April the 
venue was the saltier waters off of the dock at Hopkins 
Landing. Fortunately the group had planned to use a gen-
erator for the compressor: heavy winds the night before 
had almost cancelled the event, and the same storm had 
succeeded in knocking out power to the immediate area. 
More exciting than the weather, however, was the fact that 
there were four complete sets of gear on hand for the day: 
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Dave Carr on ladder in Mark 
V helmet and dress with Bob 
Crawford assisting. 
Dave and Bob's respective Mark V helmets and dresses 
made repeat appearances, along with a Morse 4 light 
(Cl945) with a Morse commercial suit of the same vin-
tage, and, the newest addition to the group, a Morse single 
light from the early 1940's. First up diving was Ross 
Cowell, who dove the Morse single light with the vintage 
Morse suit. Bob and Dave tended, Virginia Nuytten took 
surface photos and Tom Sheldon did double duty as safety 
diver and underwater photographer in SCUBA. Tom's wife 
Paulette lent her moral support on the surface, while Teresa 
and Nara took to the water in SCUBA for a short dive. By 
the time they surfaced and Dave was dressed in for his 
first ocean dip in his Mark V, none of the divers were any 
wetter than the C-DOGS on the surface: the wind and rain 
had picked up again. Discretion being the better part of 
valour, Bob and the rest opted not to take a tum, and the 
C-DOGS retreated back to Bob and Anita Crawford's for 
a fantastic BBQ and smorgasbord. A good time- and good 
food- was had by all, and next trip out the weather prom-
ises to cooperate! 
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Phil Nuytten 
President du Honor 
du 28th Festival Modial De L'image Sons Marine 
Canadian participants at the 28th Antibes Film Festival ( l tor) 
Roxanne Lamoureux, Adam Ravetch, Bruno Ouellet, Phil 
Nuytten, Festival President Daniel Mercier, the Festival's 
Canadian co-ordinators DanielleAlaryand and Michel Gilbert, 
sculptor Simon Morris and Gilbert Van Ryckevorsel. 
"We don't care what sort history he made! Three 
photos of the same diver in one issue is enough, al-
ready!!!!" By exercising our Divine Right of Editors, 
we kept this image out of the last issue, as Phil Nuytten 
was in danger of becoming "over-exposed," as the Hol-
lywood types down the road say. And he certainly would 
not want that! (Not in this magazine anyway.) However, 
there is no denying that Phil contributed a tremendous 
amount of his time, resources and energy to events re-
lated to diving and diving history during the last quarter 
of 2001. So here is a photo of him in his role as Presi-
dent du Honor du 28th Festival Modial De L'image Sous 
Marine, at Antibes, France. The Festival was a huge 
sucess for Canada with Adam Revetch 's Toothed Titans, 
which he shot for National Geographic, beating out the 
B.B.C. 's favoured Blue Planet entry. 
We hope Phil will now try and stay still for a while 
and finish that historically huge order of Deepworkers. 
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ffistorlcal Diving Society Russia 
Dr. A. Sledkov, Director 
Gagarina Prospect 67, SPb 
Russia 196143 
sledkov@mail.admiral.ru 
(L toR) Georgy Rogachev, senior scientific worker, Jim Cunningham of 
HDS-USA, and Dr. Alexander Sledkov, director of HDS Russia, with a 
uniformed mannequin at the Central Navy Museum. 
HDS Russia has received some good publicity from the Russian diving 
magazine UnderSea Review. In the no. 2, 2002 issue they show the different 
HDS magazines that we have been sent from Denmark, Italy, South East Asia 
Pacific, UK and USA, and they show the photo of Ruben Orbeli. We are 
happy to receive these magazines from the international Societies and we 
hope there will be more publicity for the work of HDS Russia in the future. 
Dr. Sledkov has been working with HDS-USA Secretary Jim Cunningham 
and has filed the requests for a visa to visit America and deliver his paper at 
the HDS-USA Conference in October. We hope HDS Russia can be at DEMA 
also and to meet many American diving historians. We hope to have our first 
edition of the Russian Historical Diver Magazine ready by the summer or 
autumn. 
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With the current new wave of in-
terest in the re-breather, this seems an 
appropriate time to look back at the 
history of its development since 1879, 
when the principles were put into prac-
tice by Henry Fleuss. 
Fleuss was born in England in 
1851 and planned to make a career in 
engineering but, at the age of sixteen, 
ran away to sea and joined the mer-
chant marine, eventually becoming an 
officer with the P&O Company. In 
1875, he watched diving operations 
being carried out in a harbor in Ceylon 
and became interested in the possibil-
ity of making the diver independent of 
his surface supply. A few weeks later, 
he was searching in a Calcutta book 
shop for information which would help 
him, and bought some books on physi-
ology and chemistry, which he stud-
ied in his spare time. 
0 2 underH20 
THE FLEUSS APPARATUS 
A short history of the re-breather 
By Peter Jackson 
Henry Fleuss 
by Fleuss and saw great potential in 
his invention. He wrote a number of 
papers on the subject and, in May 
1880, gave a lecture to the Royal 
Society, at which Fleuss was present 
to demonstrate the apparatus in a 
chamber filled with poisonous gas. 
The apparatus consisted of a 
standard diving dress with helmet, 
weights and lead soled boots. The 
copper helmet was made with a 
double wall, the space between form-
ing a reservoir with a volume of 
about 1/4 cu. ft. This was charged 
with oxygen to a pressure of 16 at-
mospheres by means of a hand pump, 
and could thus hold about 4 cu. ft. of 
gas. A screw valve located at one side 
of the front window, allowed the 
diver to admit oxygen into the hel-
met and also facilitated charging the 
reservoir with oxygen. A screw plug 
From his studies Fleuss learned that in respiration, 
oxygen is consumed and carbon dioxide is produced. He 
reasoned that if the diver could carry 
in the crown allowed the reservoir to be purged of air. The 
double walled helmet was complicated in its construction 
and must have been very difficult 
with him a supply of oxygen and al-
kali, which would absorb the carbon 
dioxide, the diver could dispense with 
the supply of air from the surface. 
Fleuss left the P&O Company in 
1878 and set about putting his ideas 
into practice. He proved to be very 
resourceful, making much of the 
equipment himself, including his own 
means of producing and compressing 
oxygen. He was also young (27), en-
ergetic and confident, and he tested his 
apparatus on his own, underwater. In 
1879, he tried out his new apparatus 
in the diving tank at the London Poly-
technic, where he was observed by the 
eminent physiologist Benjamin Ward 
Richardson. Richardson took a keen 
interest in the invention and, with 
Fleuss' co-operation, conducted a 
number of tests to establish its effec-
tiveness, both underwater and in poi-
sonous atmospheres. 
Richardson was clearly impressed 
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DIYING, AND DIYING 
First Diving Dress 
to manufacture. 
The jacket, as Fleuss called it, 
was also a complicated assembly. 
It was comprised of an ordinary 
breastplate to which were affixed 
two metal chambers. One at the 
front and one at the back. These 
were joined around the sides by two 
metal plates, one of which could be 
removed to allow the diver to get 
into it. Each chamber was fitted in-
ternally with a vertical division and 
a perforated false bottom, and also 
had a removable lid with two short 
1 pipes attached. The chambers were 
filled with small pieces of rubber 
sponge soaked in a very strong so-
lution of caustic soda. 
The diver wore a leather mask 
which covered the nose and mouth. 
It also had inlet valves in the sides 
and a flexible hose at the front 
which led to one of the pipes on the 
lid of the front chamber. He inhaled 
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from the helmet and ex-
haled into the front cham-
ber, where his breath 
passed down one side of 
the division, through the 
false bottom, and up the 
other side. A flexible tube, 
leading over the shoulder, 
connected the outlet of the 
front chamber to the inlet 
of the back chamber so the 
exhaled air passed 
through this. It finally re-
turned to the helmet via a 
non-return valve. The 
diver's dress itself was 
flexible and acted as the 
counterlung. 
There were clearly 
deficiencies in Fleuss' ap-
paratus, notably the lack 
of any control over the 
First rescue apparatus 
partial pressure of oxygen in the system. It was intended 
that the oxygen valve should be adjusted to give the cor-
rect flow and would then require little attention so there 
was, at least, a continuous supply. 
Soon after testing his diving suit at the Polytechnic, 
Fleuss developed an apparatus for use in fires and mine 
rescue operations. It was of a much simpler and more prac-
tical design than his diving dress and was carried on the 
back like a knapsack. It consisted of a tinplate box, 12 
inches square and 4 inches deep, which housed the alkali 
chamber. This was made from vulcanite with a perforated 
false bottom and three vertical divisions. A vulcanite lid, 
sealed with a rubber gasket, was clamped in place by metal 
rods which passed through holes in the outer box. The lid 
had connections for the breathing tubes and for the breath-
ing bag which, in the first model, was mounted on the 
back of the metal box. 
Two formed tubes led over the shoulders to a junction 
piece containing non-return valves, from which two short 
corrugated hoses led up to a full face mask. Attached to 
the bottom of the box, at waist level, was a copper cylin-
der, 12 inches long and 6-1/2 inches in diameter, contain-
ing 4 cu. ft. of oxygen at a pressure of 16 atmospheres. A 
valve at one end of the cylinder allowed for control of the 
oxygen and was connected, via a copper pipe, to the inha-
lation tube. 
Fleuss soon modified the apparatus and moved the 
breathing bag from its exposed and vulnerable position 
on the back, putting it on the wearer's chest. The non-
return valves were placed at the connections to the lid of 
the alkali chamber and he fitted two corrugated hoses over 
the shoulders and into the sides of the facemask, giving 
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the wearer much greater freedom of movement. The new 
apparatus was demonstrated to several mining and engi-
neering institutions, where it attracted a great deal of in-
terest and support. At the recommendation of experienced 
mining men, Fleuss added a heavy copper cowling to pro-
tect the valves and hose connections at the top of the al-
kali chamber. 
An opportunity to prove the worth of the new rescue 
apparatus came in June 1881, at the Seaham colliery, where 
an explosion in September of the previous year had killed 
164 men and caused so much damage that the pit had re-
mained closed ever since. Using Fleuss' apparatus, inves-
tigators were able to re-enter the mine and his equipment 
played a major part in its eventual reopening. In April1882, 
the apparatus was used in the rescue of 10 men trapped 
after an explosion at Killingworth. 
Fleuss was also still promoting his self-contained div-
ing dress and was forced to make a second model when 
the original was lost in an accident in June 1880. The new 
model used his successful knapsack arrangement, adapted 
for use with a standard diving dress, and was altogether 
much simpler than the double helmet and metal jacket of 
the original. The alkali chamber was housed in a metal 
case with a heavy lid secured with screws and wing nuts. 
Two copper pipes with brass unions attached the case to 
connections on the breastplate. The copper cylinder, with 
its screw valve, was fixed to the bottom of the case and 
had loops attached, through which passed a leather belt. 
The diver wore a leather mask as before, with the exhala-
tion tube connected to a short pipe extending into the hel-
met from one of the corselet (breastplate) connections. 
The helmet was of a standard pattern but had no air hose 
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connection and, as far as is 
known, no exhaust valve. 
This was the apparatus used 
in the famous Severn Tun-
nel incident. 
ing the door, closing a sluice 
and uprooting one of the 
tram rails passing over the 
sill of the door. He was gone 
for an hour and a half. On a 
second excursion, he suc-
ceeded in closing the door 
and the tunnel was eventu-
ally pumped out and con-
struction resumed. 
During the construction 
of a railway tunnel under the 
river Severn, a spring was 
struck and the tunnel began 
to flood. The escaping work-
men failed to close a water-
tight door and the tunnel 
eventually filled up with wa-
ter to a depth of about 40 feet. 
The open watertight door was 
1020 feet along the tunnel 
Seaham Collery 1881 
In spite of the publicity 
that Fleuss gained from this 
incident, little more progress 
was made with his diving 
dress, perhaps because much 
of his time was taken up with 
and attempts to reach it by a diver in standard dress had 
failed due to the impossibility of dragging the necessary 
length of air hose behind him. 
Fleuss was called to the scene with his diving dress in 
November 1880 and made a number of attempts, in total 
darkness, to reach the door. He had never been under-
ground before and was not familiar with his surroundings 
or with the obstacles he encountered, and failed to go much 
further than about three hundred feet into the tunnel. Siebe 
Gorman's famous diver Alexander Lambert made another 
attempt, using Fleuss' apparatus, and succeeded in reach-
the rescue apparatus, which was attracting so much inter-
est. This, however, also failed to become a commercial 
success for him and Fleuss eventually moved into other 
fields of interest. It was not until1902, when Robert Davis 
invited Fleuss to collaborate with Siebe, Gorman in de-
veloping his rescue apparatus commercially, that success 
for his invention was finally on the way. 
The Fleuss-Davis Apparatus had a chest mounted 
breathing bag, divided internally into front and rear sec-
tions by a vertical partition reaching to within an inch or 
so of the bottom, which was filled with sticks of caustic 
SCUBA TECHNOLOGIES INC. 
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Second diving apparatus 
soda to about 5 inches deep. Two non-return valves at the 
top comers of the bag led one to each compartment, such 
that the wearer's exhaled breath passed into one compart-
ment and filtered through the 
bed of caustic soda into the 
other compartment, from 
which it was inhaled. A steel 
cylinder, fitted with a screw 
valve, contained 6 cu. ft. of 
oxygen at a pressure of 120 at-
mospheres, and was slung 
across the small of the 
wearer's back. 
The whole apparatus was 
robust, simple and reliable and 
was well suited to use in the 
mines. Further improvements 
were made, including the ad-
dition of a pressure gauge and 
a regulator which supplied a 
constant flow of oxygen to the 
breathing bag. Later, when 
soda lime took the place of 
caustic soda, a chemical 
cooler was added. Davis 
named the apparatus 
"Proto" and it was a suc-
cessful and enduring 
product, adopted by 
mining and tunneling 
companies and fire bri-
gades all over the world. 
It was in widespread use 
before the First World 
War and is still used in 
mines today. 
Fleuss-Davis apparatus 
FRONT VIEW SIDE VIEW 
Proto 
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The Fleuss diving dress made a re-appearance in about 
1906, modified to a semi-closed circuit with a mixture of 
air and oxygen stored in two cylinders below the alkali 
chamber and supplied at a constant rate by a regulator. 
The surplus gas escaped by way of a conventional ex-
haust valve, which gave the diver some control over his 
buoyancy. The old leather mask had given way to a mouth-
piece and nose clip and the diver inhaled from the helmet 
and exhaled through a flexible tube into the alkali cham-
Self-contained Diving Apparatus 
ber, as before. A later development of the apparatus incor-
porated an injector to induce a continuous circulation of 
air around the breathing circuit, thus freeing the diver from 
the mouthpiece and nose clip. 
The benefits of a self-contained dress, with the diver 
cut off from any surface support and his whereabouts un-
certain, were limited to situations like that in the Severn 
Tunnel, where the much safer option of using standard 
dress was not possible. Either way, the diver was still a 
clumsy figure underwater, struggling on the bottom in his 
lead soled boots. 
In the early 1900's, the increasing use of submarines 
and the increasing number of accidents which befell them, 
led to a pressing need for a simple escape apparatus which 
would allow a man wearing ordinary clothes to breathe 
underwater. One of the first of these was the Hall-Rees 
apparatus of 1906, which was, however, still very much 
a diving suit, complete with metal helmet and, with the 
addition of weights and lead soled boots, was used as 
such for shallow work. The Williamson brothers 
equipped the divers of the NAUTILUS with this apparatus 
in their 1916 film version of Jules Verne's classic story 
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea. 
The Hall-Rees apparatus was very simple and used 
a canister containing granules of potassium peroxide, 
which liberates oxygen on contact with the moisture in 
the wearer's exhaled breath. The by-product of this re-
action is alkaline which thus absorbs carbon dioxide. This 
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Hall-Rees escape apparatus 
simple system works well and is still used in miners' es-
cape apparatus. The use of potassium peroxide underwa-
ter, however, wasn't without problems, as it could catch 
fire if too much water got into the canister. It would also 
bum your fingers if you handled it. 
Whilst the Hall-Rees apparatus was enjoying its brief 
adoption by the British submarine service, Draeger was 
working on a more compact apparatus, the Tauchretter, 
which was in service in German submarines by 1913. It 
was not unlike the Fleuss rescue apparatus, but reversed, 
with the breathing bag on the back and the cylinder and 
alkali canister on the front. It 
was also complicated in its 
construction. 
The Davis Submarine Es-
cape Apparatus (DSEA) was 
introduced in the 1920's and 
adopted by the submarine ser-
vices in many countries. It 
was a neat and simple devel-
opment of the Fleuss appara-
tus, with a breathing bag 
mounted on the chest and a 
small cylinder of oxygen 
slung below it. A soda lime 
canister, housed inside the 
bag, was connected by a 
single breathing tube to a Tauchretter 
mouthpiece, which was fitted 
with a tap to close off the tube and preserve the soda lime. 
The Davis apparatus allowed the wearer to move about 
freely, not only inside the submarine but also under the 
water, and this was to lead to an unexpected tum of events. 
The life-saving apparatus was about to become the means 
of waging a new kind of submarine warfare. 
The military potential of the Davis apparatus was de-
veloped during the Second World War by the Italians, who 
adapted it for use with manned torpedoes. The British, 
smarting from the success ofthis new Italian weapon, soon 
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Human Torpedo 
Frogmen in Davis Submarine Escape Apparatus 
followed with their own developments and, among all the 
activity, the frogman was born and diving changed for-
ever. Equipped with fins, streamlined and neutrally buoy-
ant, the new diver was silent, swift and free but, breathing 
pure oxygen, he couldn't go deep. 
A great deal was learned during the war about oxygen 
poisoning, shallow-water blackout and other problems 
attendant on oxygen diving, resulting in new and improved 
apparatus being developed. Some utilized the semi-closed 
circuit principle, where an oxy-nitrogen mixture is fed into 
the breathing circuit by a constant mass flow regulator, 
the small surplus of gas escaping continuously through a 
relief valve. This arrangement, whilst simple and reliable, 
also had its limitations. The gas mixture and flow rate had 
both to be pre-selected according to the maximum depth 
of the dive and the wastage of gas limits duration and pro-
hibited economic use with helium, thus restricting the 
maximum depth at which the apparatus could practicably 
be used. It also made bubbles which limited its military 
applications. 
It was the new science and technology of solid-state 
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electronics which made possible the fully automatic 
closed-circuit diving apparatus, in which the partial pres-
sure of oxygen in a diluent gas, such as helium, could be 
constantly monitored and corrected according to consump-
tion and depth. There-breather finally grew up when div-
ing entered the electronic age. 
The Author. Peter Jackson is a self-employed engi-
neer specializing in the design and manufacture of diving, 
fire-fighting and industrial breathing apparatus. He has 
been continuously engaged in this field since joining Siebe 
Gorman's experimental department over 30 years ago. His 
research into the history of Sir Robert H. Davis' Deep Div-
ing and Submarine Operations was published in issue No. 
6 and he is the editor of the "Do It Yourself Diver" col-
umn that frequently appears in Historical Diver. He pre-
sented a paper on his research into the Fleuss Mask at the 
1996 Tek Conference in New Orleans and was the recipi-
ent of the HDS-USA's 1996 E.R. Cross Award, which he 
received from Hans Hass. Peter is the UK Representative 
for HDS-USA. 
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Clayton 0. Decker 
FIRST MAN UP, LAST MAN OUT 
By Torn Burgess 
USS TANG (SS-306) 
From a porch in the southwest of Denver, a gray war-
rior sits and scans a horizon called the Continental Di-
vide. Its Western Slope rises before him, and beside him, 
as always, stands his customary life support; a tank charged 
to 2200 pounds and emitting - not the air composite of 
divers - but pure oxygen for a man suffering pulmonary 
fibrosis. The gas nurtures his spirit as he tells of his his-
tory - as the regulator feeds him, by the minute, the two 
to three liters he requires. It muscles-up his memory and 
animates his voice. 
Clayton 0. Decker knows a bit about the challenges 
of respiration- notably amid trying circumstance. Such 
problems, in fact, grant him a special place in the annals 
of underwater man - or as fate would have it, grant him 
two special places concurrently. Motor Machinist Decker, 
now eighty-one, is the last surviving American sailor to 
have escaped on his own and into the open undersea from 
a sunken submarine. Amazingly, he was also the first. (1) 
Of the 288 U.S. Navy subs commissioned for World 
War II, fifty-two were lost and, of those fifty-two, only 
eleven had survivors. Those eleven boats, all stricken on 
the surface, were also abandoned on the surface, save for 
one- the U.S.S. Tang which, on October 25, 1944, fell 
victim to a circular run by one of its own torpedoes and 
sank with most of its crew - striking the bottom upright, 
largely intact, and partially air-filled- in 180 feet in the 
Straits of Formosa. After running thousands of trainees 
through their ascent tower drills, America's "silent ser-
vice" could claim only the Tang's crew as having ben-
efited in combat; as having their boat sink in a way that 
offered (a few of) them the opportunity to lock into an 
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escape trunk and, employing the Momsen lung, make a 
wet exit out of the boat and then "climb" a line to the 
ocean's surface. As a Tang crewman, Decker was the first 
of ten men to make it out of the chamber, first of the five 
to survive that ordeal, and is now the last of that group to 
be living. Prior to this, no U.S. combatant had made a 
submerged escape using self-contained equipment. 
And for those who might chafe at blending subma-
rine history into diving history, let it be remembered that, 
in order to stay alive, we are all brothers in the bigger 
business of pressure counterbalance and displacement; 
fending off the weight and the intrusion of water - not 
only with superstructures and suits - but with the 
countervailing pressure of gases. And as with divers in 
the open ocean, air pressure figured prominently in the 
life of a sub crew. In training, this meant three chamber 
runs a week preceding three tower trips a week. At sea, it 
meant a regimen of wrangling high-pressure lines and 
valves that kicked-out torpedoes, voided ballast tanks, 
turned diesels over, and supplied various densities of air 
to blow flooded compartments and feed escape efforts. 
And by way of these last two functions, compressed air 
became a submariner's breathing medium as well. 
It figured prominently with Clay Decker on that morn-
ing in '44 as he and his mates wrestled the problems of 
lock-in, escape, ascent, decompression, and, for each man,. 
the 180 foot journey to the surface with four lungsful of 
medium to breath; two of uncomplicated or "free" air from 
his own pair of lungs and two lung's worth of pure oxy-
gen that was blown into his Momsen gear. 
The complete saga of this episode - and the agonies 
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and fate of the Tang's entire 
crew - is chronicled in cer-
tain naval histories, most no-
tably Jim DeRose's Unre-
stricted Warfare. But for div-
ing historians, we rightfully 
engage the story with Decker 
and four others in the forward 
torpedo room - having entered 
the escape trunk, with each 
man wearing a Momsen 
rebreather. Their chests near 
touching, they bunched them-
selves tightly so that the last 
man entering the trunk could 
squat down to close the inter-
nal access hatch, thus sealing 
the five of them inside; their 
prayers, their training recall, 
and a battery light being their 
comfort. The attempt was ac-
tually the second to be 
mounted. Unable to equalize 
in the fast-compressing air, a 
previous group had gone in 
and started the run, but then 
given up, with one of them 
Clayton 0. Decker photographed on liberty one week before 
U.S.S. Tang left Pearl Harbor on its fifth and final patrol. 
Decker was a second-class MM but had damaged his uniform. 
He is seen wearing a first-class buddies "whites" for liberty, 
hence the different rating on the uniform. 
Decker and his mates then 
charged their Momsen 
gear. Usually, four sepa-
rate lines came out of the 
manifold, each fitted with 
a Schrader "air chuck"- a 
tap similar to those used 
at service stations for fill-
ing automobile tires. Cor-
respondingly, the oxygen-
inlet valve (on the 
Momsen's breathing bag) 
was configured like a 
standard auto tire valve 
with the exception of a 
special spring that could 
keep the valve seated at 
very low pressures. The 
instant the bags or 
"counterlungs" were filled 
(with a little more than a 
gallon in liquid terms) the 
men, understandably, then 
checked the breathing 
function. ( 3 minutes and 
counting.) 
having panicked and some-
how bolted out, ditching his gear in the effort. The man 
disappeared forever and those remaining now lay in their 
bunks with splitting ear and headaches, some bleeding or 
vomiting; willing to give it another try later, but also re-
signed to the prospect of never getting out at all. It was 
now 04.15, nearly two hours after the torpedo had sunk 
their boat. 
At a point of readiness, one of the new escape party 
started cranking the seawater induction valve and, from 
that moment on, five sailors began to cross a Neptune's 
Rubicon. The escape trunks of submarines had similari-
ties to the "wet tanks" of industry and research. However, 
in a sub, with a seacock cranked open, the initiating pro-
cess was reversed- and a bit more unsettling. As an oc-
cupant, you were inside what was similar to an internal 
combustion chamber - feeling the ever rising heat and 
pain of rapid air compression and, at the same time, see-
ing the top of a piston come straight at you. The piston 
was the seawater and it didn't end its upward climb until 
the ever-diminishing air around your head reached the 
thick, ambient pressure of the sea outside the trunk. (2). 
In the case of Decker's mates, it came to rest in the gen-
eral vicinity of their breastbones. As for Decker, he was a 
bit shorter. So the water came to his neck (at 2 minutes 
and counting.) 
With lines from a closed-circuit oxygen manifold, 
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Photo courtesy ofC.O. Decker Designed to replicate 
the human lung in both 
volume and placement, the breathing bag doubled the 
breathing medium available- and just as importantly, gave 
the stricken sailors a "breathing action" to rely upon. It 
was a comfort, to be sure. But additionally, since the bag's 
content was pure 02, it commingled with the air in one's 
chest, forming a total mixture that was sixty percent oxy-
gen: an "enhancement" adequate to ascend as much as 
300 feet providing everything else went right. The every-
thing else however, was problematic- including the prob-
lem of oxygen toxicity if crewmen were compressed for 
too long. 
The time came to crack the escape hatch but only af-
ter the man in charge had bled some additional air into 
their "bubble," giving it around 5 PSI over the water pres-
sure in the chamber. Though the weight of that water was 
supposedly equalized between the trunk's interior and the 
sub's exterior, the sheer mass of water surrounding the 
boat could still make it difficult to push the hatch out-
ward. So the extra burst of air facilitated that process. And 
it minimized a bit of shock as well. The instant the hatch 
was kicked open, the water in the chamber would always 
momentarily "surge" upward (then thankfully, retreat) rela-
tive to the amount of surplus air pressure being employed. 
The water would also no doubt, be appropriately fouled 
from this experience- but hopefully, not long inhabited. 
(4 minutes and counting.) 
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If events were "textbook" and everyone made a break, 
the last crewman to exit would first ascertain that the 
seacock was closed. Clearing the escape hatch, he was to 
then bang on the hull before lifting-off and this would sig-
nal the men in the torpedo room to close that hatch with 
their interior lever. With this done, the torpedo room crew 
would then turn a valve, draining the chamber water into 
the bilge (since, in Tang's situation, ruptured air lines pre-
vented them from blowing the chamber water back out 
into the sea.) The interior access hatch could then be re-
opened for the next group of men to enter. In the mean-
time, that next group - Decker's group - had sealed 
themselves in and flooded the trunk. They had charged 
their lungs, opened the escape hatch, and were ready to 
leave the boat. 
Clay Decker was first. The escape hatch was on the 
side of the trunk, at right angles to - and just ten or so 
inches higher than - the internal access hatch and the 
surface that he stood upon. As the initial escapee how-
ever, Clay first had a job to perform. Spooling-off the es-
cape line with its soccer ball-sized buoy, he ducked under 
and out the hatchway, and began deploying the line and 
counting the one-fathom knots as they left his fingers for 
parts upward. When, short of thirty knots later, the line 
started jerking in his fingers (as the buoy approached the 
surface) Clay then tied it off - on about three or four 
deck fittings for fear of ever losing it. He paid a last visit 
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to the trunk's air bubble and then departed -his nose clamp 
in place, his mouthpiece in his mouth, and his mind in 
gear, he hoped. (7 minutes and counting.) 
Methodically, Decker started his climb through the 
dark water - his feet scaling the line in unison with his 
hands, since being inverted could mean spilling air from a 
flutter valve. Pausing at each knot, he inhaled once, then 
exhaled slowly as he advanced to the next knot. Thirty 
knots meant thirty inhalations, thirty exhalations, and no 
more and no less. He had a given amount of breathing 
medium, a given amount of time to get to the surface, and 
a given amount of time to not get there - and an embolism 
or the bends if panic seized him and he bolted. 
Decker's inhalations, though drawn from the bag, were 
routed through a canister containing soda lime; the canis-
ter being inside the bag but with one end channeled through 
a disc valve to Decker's mouthpiece. This device scrubbed 
the C02 as he took in his breaths. When he breathed out, it 
passed through a second channel and a second disc valve 
that returned it to the bag for more rebreathing. As he rose 
and the water pressure around him decreased, the bag then 
became not just a supplement to his lungs, but his surro-
gate in "protective exhalations." With each upward thrust, 
it would repeatedly swell and, as the overpressure kept 
exceeding a fourth pound above the ambient PSI, it con-
tinually vented the ever expanding air through the flutter 
valve. Using this process, from lift-off, it took about 3 to 
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4 more minutes for Decker to feel 
wave actions pulling at his body. 
mans, 90 feet. Also in 1916 was the 
case of a Danish submarine from 
which 3 seamen ascended a mere 28 
feet, using Draeger gear as well. 
Later, from 1939 to the end ofWorld 
War II, England- among her other 
submarine losses - lost eight subs 
from which a total of forty crewmen 
escaped to the surface. Germany had 
seven such losses totaling thirty-six 
escapes; a minimal figure consider-
ing the hundreds of U-boats lost. 
Breaking the surface, he 
quickly pressed the cutoff on his 
mouthpiece and then closed the 
bag's relief valve - by folding it 
and clamping it with a trouser clip 
provided. With this, his Momsen 
unit became a life preserver and 
he then began to float, clutching 
the buoy some three to four min-
utes before the next of his mates 
popped up. As the man hit the air 
however, his nose clamp was 
gone, his mouthpiece was out of 
his mouth, and he was convulsing 
violently from either an embolism 
or a blown lung. He sank back al-
most as quickly as he had appeared 
and no one else from that run even 
left the escape trunk. On the next 
attempt- with four new men- only 
one, once again, made it up and 
like Decker, he made it relatively 
uninjured. The following try 
yielded three more live sailors but 
had one disappearance. The last at-
MomsenLung 
A dismal aspect to these vari-
ous incidents, both British and Ger-
man, is that, for the most part, they 
reflected the saga of the Tang. Only 
a small portion of the crew ever got 
out. A wonderment is that, among 
the fully equipped escapes -some-
times from the same doomed boat 
- there were frequently a number 
of free ascents and sometimes from 
quite daunting depths. Returning to 
the First World War and the British 
fleet, there were two sinkings ( 1916) 
where, from each, a solitary crew-
tempt delivered two more who reached the surface but 
died there, bleeding profusely; one dropping from sight 
and one lingering for a worse fate. (3) Remaining in the 
water then were six, later five sailors. They were ultimately 
joined with three who had been thrown from the bridge 
when Tang was hit on the surface - and one who had 
made it out of the conning tower at forty feet, darting-up 
with no gear. So in all, nine men had survived the disas-
ter. Seventy-eight men had perished. 
Those seventy-eight, however, are but one dark audit 
in undersea warfare. Having the broader view as always, 
the greater body of America's submarine veterans use a 
different set of numbers when they eulogize the 3,505 of 
their shipmates who are "still on patrol." For further clar-
ity, archivists will then emphasize that those "patrolling" 
are American numbers only. Likewise, is the precedent 
set by Tang's escapees particular to the American subma-
rine service. Due to circumstance, the length and proxim-
ity of war on their doorsteps, and the dogged naval devel-
opment that ensued, men of the British and German navies 
both predate and outnumber those of the United States in 
undersea escapes. 
Employing the Davis and the Draeger rebreathers re-
spectfully, there were in fact, some thirty-two British sail-
ors who escaped a sunken sub in 1931 and three Germans 
who abandoned their U-boat, on the bottom, as early as 
1916. Depth for the British was 130 feet and for the Ger-
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man, free ascending, escaped. From 
a German boat, bottomed at 128 feet, some fifteen un-
equipped men got out- each of them simultaneously ex-
haling yet rationing his one gasp of compressed air and 
still making it to the ocean's surface. Then, in the war that 
followed, two Brits made it, minus gear, from a depth of 
Clayton 0. Decker at home with his service decorations. 
Reprinted with permission of the Rocky Mountain News 
204 feet- an astonishing vertical trial for men who were 
divers neither by sport nor trade, yet who ascended twice 
the depth of any training towers in which they'd been 
trained. Additionally, of the thirty-six German escapees 
in the same time frame,1939-45, seventeen ascended, with-
out escape units, from depths ranging 96 to 180 feet. A 
Norwegian left his X-craft at 185. 
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These survivors could, if living, bequeath an endless measure of sea tales. And this is an issue unto itself. As an 
American veteran, Clay Decker was quite accessible for this American writer. However, other theaters in two world 
wars produced men of similar experience who deserve personal mention. Their recollections merit recording. The 
quest will take time, and currently, through the archives of the Royal Navy Submarine Museum at Gosport, England 
and the Deutsches Schiffahrtsmuseum in Bremerhaven, Germany, an effort is being made to locate whomever of these 
fine old seamen still live and breathe and reminisce. Of those long gone, at least their names should replace numbers 
- with a special nod to those first sailors who emerged, underwater, from either the Danish sub "DYKKEREN" or the 
German U 51, both of which sank in 1916. The first of these men, as a consequence, would be the first in the world to 
have escaped a stricken, submerged submarine wearing and utilizing equipment designed for that purpose. In the case 
of either boat, Draeger gear was employed and would thus be the first equipment to have ever aided the escape 
process. ( 4 ) 
EPILOGUE: Despite the loss of their vessel, the crewmen of the Tang ran up the greatest enemy sinking rate of 
any U.S. submarine crew in the War. Thus is Clayton 0. Decker a man among heroes, having been decorated appropri-
ately by his country. Independent of his ocean tribulations however, it seems that Clay Decker was also the penultimate 
survivor in general. He and eight shipmates (one abandoned by their captors) were picked up by a Japanese patrol boat 
and taken to the Omori prison camp where they worked the copper mines until the War's end. Beaten and ill-fed, he 
was repatriated then hospitalized before his return to the states. However, upon arrival in San Francisco, Decker 
discovered that his wife- assuming him (by way of Naval intelligence) to be dead- had remarried and that his only 
child had inherited a new dad. With that, the redoubtable motor machinist took (another) big breath and returned to his 
hometown of Denver where he began hustling for the oil industry and later, built an esteemed municipal trash busi-
ness. He found a new lady, raised a boodle of kids, and settled into life, having himself a general good time. 
Author's Note: Additional for the contributions of Clayton and Ann Decker, the author would like to express his 
gratitude to Ms. Wendy Gulley of the U.S. Submarine Force Museum in Groton, Connecticut, Peter Jackson, engineer 
emeritus of the firm of Siebe Gorman, England, and Edward C. Decker (no relation to subject) New York State 
Commander of the Submarine Veterans of World War II. 
FOOTNOTES: 
1. The obvious exception was the primary test of the newly developed Momsen lung by Swede Momsen himself. 
Exactly one year after his initial tank trials in the Washington Navy Yard, Momsen and ChiefTorpedoman Ed Kalinoski 
then locked-out of a scrapped submarine, the S-4, that Momsen had refitted expressly for experimental flooding and 
escape. This first ascent at sea took place off Key West, Florida, February 6, 1929 and given its success, the Navy 
adopted the lung immediately. However, nearly sixteen years would pass before Clay Decker and his mates initiated 
the Momsen unit's one and only application for which it was intended; for trapped, combat-stricken submariners. 
2. As envisioned and practiced, this part of the process - and the exits from the escape trunk - were to be 
performed as rapidly as possible. The consideration for other (waiting) shipmates was, of course, a given. But there 
were substantial physiological factors as well. Once the seacock was cracked and the water started rising, then bottom 
time had commenced. The breathing medium was heaviest in oxygen and if time-at -depth exceeded five minutes, then 
oxygen toxicity could become a problem - and successfully timed ascents become guesswork. Also, the drill was 
based on emergency conditions and though it was physically possible to rework ascent time or have sustained decom-
pression stops, it was not a practical alternative given the number of men involved. It was not the intended procedure. 
3. Reviewers have disagreed over the thoroughness of ascent training toward the war's end. And to the prospect of 
panicked men inadvertently breath-holding, there was also at least one material hazard; a clip that was fastened to the 
Momsen unit's flutter valve to keep dirt out of the bag while in storage. If forgotten and not removed prior to ascent, 
this clip would allow the bag to keep expanding and ultimately, to explode before reaching the surface. According to 
Decker, this might have happened to his own unit, had his buddy not removed the clip. 
4. The Draeger Tauchretterwas introduced in 1912. The Davis unit, like the Momsen in America, was not adopted 
by the Royal Navy until 1929, although it was preceded by the Hall-Rees apparatus; a helmet-and-jacket affair pat-
ented in England in 1909 but never utilized in an actual submarine escape. 
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ESCAPES FROM STRICKEN SUBS USING SELF-CONTAINED GEAR: 
YEAR: BOAT: DEPTH: ESCAPED & UNIT: BY OTHER MEANS: 
AMERICAN: 
1944 TANG 180 5 MOMSEN 
DANISH: 
1916 DYKKEREN 28 3 DRAEGER 
NORWEGIAN: 
1943 WELLMAN X 185 1 FREE ASCENT 
GERMAN: 
1916 u 51 90 3 DRAEGER 
1939 U40 115 9 DRAEGER 
1940 U64 131 8 FREE ASCENT 
1943 u 533 180 2 FREE ASCENT 
194? u 741 190 DRAEGER 
-
194? u 1199 240 DRAEGER 
-
1945 u 399 190 DRAEGER 
1945 u 1195 96 7 DRAEGER 7 FREE ASCENT 
BRITISH: 
1916 E 41 45 1 FREE ASCENT 
1917 K 13 60 1 FREE ASCENT 
1916 UB57 128 15 FREE ASCENT 
1931 POSEIDON 130 32 DAVIS 
1939 THETIS 120 4 DAVIS 
1940 H49 70 1 FREE ASCENT 
1941 UMPIRE 65 10 DAVIS 9 FREE ASCENT 
1941 P32 210 2 DAVIS 
1941 PERSEUS 170 DAVIS 
1942 X3 114 3 DAVIS 
1944 150 8 DAVIS 
1945 XE 11 204 2 FREE ASCENT 
CHART BY TOM BURGESS. SOURCE: FINDINGS OF THE SUBMARINE ESCAPE MISSION, REPORTING TO 
THE BRITISH ADMIRALTY DELEGATION, WASHINGTON, D.C. 7 AUGUST 1946. C.P. NORMAN, LT. CMMDR. 
OMISSIONS POSSIBLE AND WITH NO FIGURES AVAILABLE REGARDING JAPANESE OR ITALIAN NAVIES. 
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THE NAVY DIVER 
Harold Nething and his 02 rebreather 
Harold Nething, 1st class Navy Diver, UDT Teams 5, 11, 13 
By Mark Howell 
I recently spent an afternoon 
with retired U.S.N. diver Harold 
Nething, and we talked about his 
Navy career spanning World War 
II through the early 1960s. Harold 
is such a wealth of information 
and has so many interesting sto-
ries to tell, I could have easily 
filled a book. However, for pur-
poses of time and space we'll 
concern ourselves here with the 
pure oxygen rebreather he de-
signed and built in the mid-1950s. 
8 years experience as a 1st class 
Navy diver, and even "Hell 
Week" wasn't too bad. "I kept 
my eyes and ears open and my 
mouth shut," Harold said. 
After graduation Harold 
was assigned to UDT Team 5. 
He was soon off to Camp 
McGill in Japan, where here-
ceived aqua-lung training. 
"You'll have no trouble with 
this diving gear," the training 
officer said. "Just breathe 
through the mouthpiece like 
normal and swim." He was 
right: after diving the heavy 
MK V helmet gear, scuba gear 
was a cinch. Training continued 
and Harold furthered his diving 
skills learning under water navi-
gation and locking in and out 
of submarines. 
In 1943, at the age of eigh-
teen, Harold volunteered for the 
U.S. Navy. After basic training he 
spent two years in the North At-
lantic and the Mediterranean 
aboard the destroyer Livermore 
(DD-429). When the war ended 
in 1945 Harold went to Deep Sea 
Diving School at the Naval Gun 
Factory in Washington D.C. 
Upon graduation, his first diving 
billet was on the Sperry, a large 
submarine tender out of San Di-
ego. "They put me in charge of 
the diving locker right off the 
1949. U.S.N. Diver Harold Nething. 
He returned to Coronado 
after a year in Japan and was 
once again assigned to the div-
ing locker. This is where our 
rebreather story really begins. 
bat," Harold said. "This was a great assignment because I 
was able to do a lot of hands-on work with the diving 
gear, i.e. maintenance, repair and often some innovative 
modifications." Harold is really a self-taught engineer, and 
he loves nothing better than improving on an old idea or 
sketching out some new design and then fabricating it. 
He's proficient at lathe and mill operations as well as weld-
ing and brazing. 
Harold's diving assignments varied over the next few 
years. Then in 1953, while in Japan assigned to the 
Reclaimer out of Pearl Harbor, he saw a notice that vol-
unteers were needed for UDT. Always looking for a chal-
lenge and ways to further his diving career he applied. 
His orders soon came through and Harold was off to 
Coronado for UDT training. "I thought I was a good swim-
mer until I joined UDT," Harold said. "Boy, did they make 
us swim." Actually he didn't have too much trouble with 
the training. Harold was in great physical condition after 
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A new shipment of Pirelli 
rebreathers had just arrived from Milan, Italy and the teams 
would have to be trained in this new piece of diving equip-
ment. Because of Harold's background as a 1st class Navy 
Diver, he was selected to teach rebreather training at the 
amphibious base pool. 
Once training was underway, Harold's natural curios-
ity and desire to improve things came to the fore and he 
immediately recognized that the Pirelli might have a de-
sign drawback. The Pirelli is a pure oxygen rebreather 
located on the diver's chest. The scrubber canister is in-
side the breathing bag and the oxygen tanks are attached 
below this bag. This arrangement makes the apparatus front 
heavy which tends to pull the diver's head forward and 
down when he is on the surface. As often happened in 
training, the diver would pass out, usually from oxygen 
toxicity, but each diver has a different tolerance for oxy-
gen under pressure. Because the Pirelli is mounted on the 
diver's chest, when he rose to the surface he would be in 
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the face down position. If a 
rescue diver didn't get to him 
in a hurry the diver would 
drown. As Harold was in-
structing, this situation was al-
ways on his mind, but because 
of a busy schedule there 
wasn't much he could do 
about this at the time. 
better rebreather, because it's 
an effort to breathe. Breathing 
through the scrubbing canister, 
you're breathing against the sea 
pressure all the time; and if you 
make it difficult for a diver to 
breathe there's no slacking off 
period. You're breathing hard 
I 00% of the time. 
As rebreather training 
continued it was soon time for 
an ocean dive under more re-
alistic conditions. The deci-
sion was made to combine a 
night dive with a sneak attack 
to check harbor defenses. "We 
went in by rubber boat, 
climbed up over the jetty and 
began our swim toward Bal-
last Point," Harold said. "We 
were on the North side of the 
jetty that runs out from North 
Island." The searchlight swept 
the surface of the water. As the 
1954. At Coronado, California, UDT. 
"So I'm thinking to myself, 
'Why can't we have a 
rebreather that uses a system 
like they have in "hard hat" 
with the shell-natron scrubbing 
canister and an oxygen-helium 
mixture?' You could hook that 
up to a rebreather with a de-
mand regulator and the scrub-
bing canister in the bag or next 
to the bag, either under it or 
over it. I made some drawings 
that I still have of that idea. I 
worked on it for awhile then it 
bright beam of light approached the divers, they ducked 
beneath the surface to avoid detection. Harbor defenses 
were on full alert that night. They were warned of the drill 
but didn't know if the approach would be from the land or 
sea. Finally it was time for the divers to submerge and 
make the final assault on the Point. Purging their 
rebreathers the swimmers dropped below the surface and 
swam on. "We submerged and that's all I can remember," 
Harold says. "My swim buddy pulled me to the surface 
and upon the rocks." What happened? Well, that was the 
end of the dive for Harold that night. Thanks to his swim 
buddy he was revived and OK. But what did happen? Was 
it equipment failure or oxygen toxicity? One thing was 
for sure, Harold knew how to use the rebreather. Hell, he 
was the instructor. 
"Doug Fane was there that night, to observe the op-
eration. He was the 'Big Dog' in UDT at the time. He 
found out I had trouble with my Pirelli, and wanted to 
know what went wrong," Harold said. "He asked me to 
let him know what I found out." 
"After some investigation it was discovered that in 
the breathing bag where the scrubbing canister attaches to 
the breathing hose, there's a fitting that's sweat soldered 
on. Well, it had parted and failed. Later, after testing all 
the Pirellis, about 85% failed. The reason I passed out that 
night was that the canister and my breathing hose had 
parted and I was just breathing out of the bag itself. My 
C02 wasn't being scrubbed out. It was like having a bag 
over my head." 
"That's when I got the idea, that we've got to have a 
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fizzled out. Then I got to work-
ing on it again and I eventually came up with the idea for 
a strictly oxygen rebreather, but not with shell-natron but 
with baralyme in the canister. What I wanted to do was 
put the canister right next to the breathing bag or under 
the breathing bag on the front of the diver and the oxygen 
bottle on the diver's back. This would make a better bal-
anced unit, so should the diver black out his head would 
be in the up position and out of the water when he was on 
the surface, solving some of the Pirelli problems. Final 
design resulted in the breathing bags being high up on the 
chest, scrubbing canister under the bags, and the oxygen 
bottle on the diver's back. I started scrounging parts where 
I could find them and began building it aboard ship. I got 
hold of an old OBA (oxygen breathing apparatus) and I 
split the breathing bag in two. In Yokosuka, the town near 
where my ship was berthed, I had the bags vulcanized. So 
now I had two bags, one for inhalation, one for exhala-
tion. I made a scrubbing canister out of an old brass voice 
tube and I modified various valves and fittings to com-
plete the rebreather. Filters were installed in the canister 
to keep the baralyme out of the breathing bags. Hoses were 
adapted from a double hose regulator. A demand regula-
tor (U. S. Divers Aqua-Matic) was modified and installed 
on the inhalation bag. The modification allowed the regu-
lator to operate in the demand mode or the manual mode. 
"After completion the Diving Officer said, 'Harold, 
bring your rebreather to the pool for testing.' So we put 
five divers in the pool in Yokosuka. They all thought it 
worked pretty well; it breathed easier than the Pirelli. The 
double breathing bag system seemed to work better than 
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1956. Harold's rebreather. 
the single bag design, because you weren't breathing 
through the scrubbing canister with each breath. You ex-
haled into one bag and inhaled from another. As you in-
haled from one bag and emptied it, the sea pressure would 
assist and help push the exhaled gas through the canister 
to the other bag. As you breathed one bag would fill and 
one would empty; you could see them alternate inflating 
and deflating. Because the sea pressure would want to 
equalize the pressure in both bags, it helped move the gas 
through the scrubber. At the end of the breathing cycle, if 
you were a little short of oxygen in the inhalation bag you 
could hear the demand regulator deliver the volume needed 
by the diver. The hoses were located on the bags in such a 
manner that if you got any moisture in the system it would 
collect in the bottom of the breathing bags and not get 
into the scrubbing canister with the baralyme. Because if 
the baralyme gets wet you've got big trouble, a cocktail 
you don't want to breathe. Everything worked out great, 
including the Healthways (Hope-Page) mouthpiece I modi-
fied to be able to shut off. 
"Continued testing in the pool worked out fine. When 
I got back to the States, out of nowhere one day 1st Lt. 
Wendy Weber called me into his office and said, 'Harold, 
we've further checked out your rebreather and the Navy 
would like to patent it for you.'- and I turned them down. 
Why I did that I don't know. Now that I think back it's the 
biggest mistake of my life. But at the time with the aqua-
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lung gaining popularity, who would want another oxygen 
rebreather on the market? In retrospect I was wrong be-
cause here 45 years later the Navy is still using rebreathers. 
Anyway, now it's water under the bridge." 
Recently Harold's interest in diving has been revived 
and he found a group with similar interests: The Califor-
nia Classic Equipment Divers (CCED). Comprised mainly 
of HDS members, these divers collect, restore and dive 
vintage gear like hart hat, scuba and rebreathers. Harold 
dusted off his old rebreather and brought it to one of the 
dive meets, where it stirred up a lot of enthusiasm. Just as 
the Navy was impressed with it years ago, so were the 
divers in the CCED. In fact, one of the members has in-
corporated some of Harold's designs into his own custom 
built rebreather. It often seems that a good idea is time-
less. 
Late last year while the CCED was putting on a dive 
demonstration at the College of Oceaneering in Los An-
geles Harbor, they dressed Harold out in heavy gear. Harold 
took his first hard hat dive in many years. "It was like I 
was back in the Navy Deep Sea Diving School," Harold 
said. "I feel like I've gone full circle." 
Today Harold still shows up at the CCED dive meets. 
He helps tend the young divers and is always ready to 
pass on what he's learned over the past half century. The 
CCED is proud to have Harold Nething as a friend and 
valued member. 
2001. Harold with his rebreather. 
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U.S. Navy Diver Re-enlists Underwater 
In December of 2001, Second Class Petty Officer Gil 
Negrette, a Second Class Navy Diver stationed at Port 
Hueneme, California, realized that the date for his reenlist-
ment in the U.S. Navy was fast approaching. While the Mark 
V helmet has not been used by the Navy for several years, 
Negrette wanted to reenlist in true classic Navy Diver style; 
- on the bottom in a Mark V. Gil contacted Leslie and Andy 
at the HDS USA, who put him in touch with Charles Orr of 
the California Classic Equipment Divers. With the coopera-
tion and help of Shirley Estep at the College of Oceaneering, 
Charles arranged for Gil's underwater reenlistment to be held 
on the next Student Appreciation Day at the College. On Feb-
ruary 2, 2002, Petty Officer Negrette took his oath at the bot-
tom of the College ofOceaneering's training tank wearing a 
1943 Schrader Mark V helmet. His oath was administered 
by Lt. James Blanton who is the Command Diving Officer 
for the Underwater Construction Team Two at Port Hueneme. 
Standing- L toR: Tenders: 
Harold Nething, AI Perez, Ken McElvain 
Seated -2nd Class Petty Officer Gil Negrette 
Lt. Blandon wore a Chinese TF-12 for the occasion. The corns were handled by COO Instructor and ex-Navy Diver, 
Robert David. The divers were tended by retired veteran Navy divers Harold Nething and Ken McElvain, who are 
members of the CCED. Is this new cooperation the start of a historic USN/civilian diver reenlistment operation? 
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Dorothy Barstad. C.C.E.D. 
PRO. TE.C.O. SUB.-ITAL Y 
is managed by M. Letizia Galeazzi, the grand-
daughter of the "THE MAG/CAN OF THE 
DEPTH" and today as yesterday we continue 
to manufacture and repair the diver's helmet 
equipment, with the antique handcraft tech-
niques. 
Proudly supporting the 
Historical Diving Society 
protecosub@col.it 
Loc. Lagoscuro - 7 9020 CEPARANA /TAL/A 
Tel. +39/0 7 87.932264 
Fax +39/0 7 87.934699 
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*********************************************** Helmets of the Deep 
NORMAN K. BENNETT CO. 
West Palm Beach, Florida 
A photo of this helmet was originally published in HDM issue #20, Summer 1999, under the Information Wanted 
column. It is owned by HDS Italia Chairman, Frederico de Strobel, and these photos were taken on a recent visit to his 
elegant home in La Spezia, Italy. So far, no further information on this American helmet has been forthcoming. There 
are several features that are similar to the famed Miller Dunn Style 2 and 3 Divinhoods manufactured in Miami, 
Florida from the 1920s through post WWII. The obvious difference between those helmets and this is the elaborate 
extension at the front, housing the three view ports. Was this a singular exotic indulgence of Mr. Bennett up in stylish 
West Palm Beach, or is this one of a small production run that was unable to compete with the established and 
successful Miami based company? If anyone has any information on the Norman K. Bennett Company we would be 
interested in publishing it. Alternatively, Frederico can be contacted directly at destrobel@libero.it 
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VOICES FROM THE DEEP 
By 
Leslie G . .Jacobs 
An Interview with AI Warriner 
Part 1. Louisiana. Early Years and Primitive Gear 
When you're not blessed with a sense of direction 
' 
trying to find Al Warriner's house in Southern Louisiana 
is like getting a seat on a plane to New Orleans during 
Mardi Gras weekend ... even with tum-by-tum directions 
printed out from Map-Quest. However, your correspon-
dent is more lucky than clever, and after much delay, got 
on the plane and finally made it to Al Warriner's home in 
the rural woods of St. Tammany Parish. 
Al Warriner is tall and fit and speaks in the sorghum 
cadence of his home state. He and wife Rose live in a 
brick house in Slidell, Louisiana, just a quarter mile down 
the road from Pearl River Navigation, the marine contract-
ing and construction business his son Allen founded. 
Warriner did construction diving from 1938 to 1940 in 
Texas, Louisiana and Florida. "I got out of the Air Force 
in January 1945, and didn't want to see another airplane, 
so I went back into diving." In 1956, he founded and ran 
Underwater Services, Inc., which operated in the Persian 
Gulf, Florida, offshore Bermuda, Venezuela and Mexico 
for 18 years. 
Southern hospitality is alive and well in Slidell... To 
make sure I could find my way back to New Orleans, Mr. 
Warriner and Winny, his miniature Yorkshire terrier, 
jumped in his Suburban and lead me to the freeway on-
ramp. 
H.D. Al, can you tell us about your background in 
the diving business? 
A.W. I was born in New Orleans on November 25, 
1917. I have to take a deep breath every time I say that. 
When I was in my teens I was interested in motorcycles, 
airplanes, gliders, that kind of stuff. I built a homemade, 
open-bottom helmet with a hand air pump from a design I 
got out of Popular Mechanics. A lot of diving was done 
that way, kind of a jerry-rigged thing. It was good for 10-
15 ft. of water. Our family had a home in New Orleans 
and a plantation about 80 miles west of New Orleans, and 
the plantation had a lake, so my cousin and I tried them 
out. 
My goal was aviation at the time. I learned to fly when 
I was 18, and prior to flying in a real airplane I had made 
a lot of flights in a towed glider. After I finished high 
school, I went to Tulane University in New Orleans and 
got a degree in mechanical engineering. My aim was to 
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1960. AI Warriner, in heavy gear, 38 miles off the southwest end 
of Bermuda. He was working with J. Ray McDermott, who was 
the main contractor of an antisubmarine project installed at 
220 feet for the U.S. Navy. 
Courtesy AI Warriner 
be an aeronautical engineer, but the Depression caught up 
with that. At the time there were only three colleges that 
taught aeronautical engineering: MIT, the University of 
Indiana at Purdue, and either USC or UCLA, I'm not sure 
which. I went to work in construction because I couldn't 
afford to go to those colleges, and that's how I got into 
diving. I had to earn a living and pay for my flying and 
my motorcycles. 
H.D. What was your first professional diving job? 
A.W. My first real diving job was in Pensacola, 
Florida. The company I worked for was a general marine 
contract and construction firm - W. Horace Williams 
Construction Co. - the largest in the Gulf at the time. It 
was in 1939 and there was a major railroad, the St. Louis 
- San Francisco, that operated a big oceangoing pier in the 
port of Pensacola. Horace Williams did a lot of their con-
struction. Four of us were detailed to go to Pensacola and 
become divers, to do underwater inspection on several 
thousand pilings and subsequent to that, repair work. That 
took about 6 months. 
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H.D. What type of gear did 
you use? 
A.W. It wasn't very profes-
sional. There were two complete 
rigs and four of us doing the div-
ing. We worked under the pier, 
from side to side, starting off at 
12 feet and going to a maximum 
of 38 feet. We used a one-piece 
hard-hat by Morse Diving Equip-
ment Company. They were the 
major equipment people in the 
country at the time - this was 
in the late '30s and '40s. Later 
on, the Schrader was also used. 
It was a single piece; the breast-
plate was permanently fixed to 
the hat. It had one port in the 
front, threaded and screwed in. 
In the early part of the job, we 
wore suits that bolted to the 
breastplate, and we used hand 
pumps. It worked out pretty good 
as long as the guy didn't leave 
the pump to go smoke a cigarette! 
The scows were under the pier 
and they were small enough to 
fit between the rows of piling. 
The pumps were on the top of the 
pier and the guys who did the 
pumping stayed up there. They 
could always tell when a guy 
came up because the pumping 
got easier. 
company I worked for soon 
discovered that I was one of 
the guys they could give any-
thing to do and I would try 
it. I liked the challenges of 
what we were doing. Right 
after Pensacola they had a 
job down in the Dominican 
Republic, rebuilding a pier 
that had a lot of storm dam-
age. That was my first over-
seas job. W. Horace Williams 
was the J. Ray McDermott of 
the times. Later on they 
merged with another com-
pany and eventually sold out. 
They sent me to Dutch 
Guyana, now known as 
Surinam, and then we came 
back to Mobile, Alabama, to 
build a bauxite storage plant. 
That job led me to my first 
really "big money" job - the 
Mobile tunnel. It was a traf-
fic tunnel under the Mobile 
River. There are three tunnels 
there now, but this was the 
first one. I did the final in-
spection work on the con-
struction. That paid me as 
much as $500 a week, so I 
was in high cotton then! 
Later on, we worked without 
suits in an open-bottom helmet. 
It was much easier and the water 
was warm enough, so you could 
stay it in all day. In order to ag-
gravate the pumping guys, we'd 
take the helmet off, sit it on the 
bottom and come up without our 
helmets and listen to pumpers up 
on top griping about how long we 
stayed down there. We got a dol-
Circa 1950. Scott mask rigged for surface supply similar 
to what AI Warriner used. 
H.D. When was this? 
A.W. That was in early 
1940s. The tunnel was put to-
gether under the river; first 
it was built on land, and then 
taken out and installed below 
the bottom of the river where 
the sections were joined to-
gether. Probably about six or 
eight divers worked on that 
job during construction. I 
performed the final inspec-
tion on it. It's below the bot-
lar and a half an hour. That was 
big money! We worked 44 hours a week, and half-day on 
Saturday. I'm the only one of the four guys who stayed on 
with the diving stuff. 
H.D. Did you find that you enjoyed being a profes-
sional diver right from the start? 
A.W. It was kind of a side issue to the flying. People 
who have very little experience flying can't make a living 
at it, not then or now. I liked the construction work. The 
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tom of the river now. Later 
on in the '50s the other two tunnels were built. 
H.D. What obstacles did you have to overcome as a 
beginner diver? 
A. W. As a beginner, mainly it was a learning process. 
In the early days, the only training we had was reading 
the Morse diving equipment catalog. It gave you a few 
hints what to do and what not to do. It was mainly self-
training. Once in a while someone would get a hold of a 
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the whole picture in your mind, 
what's up on top and what's down 
below. That is one thing that al-
ways made it a lot of fun for me. I 
made a lot of money doing it, and 
then I lost a lot because I was in-
terested in doing the work, getting 
the money was a secondary con-
sideration. I claim to have in-
vented a lot of things, and done 
things underwater for the first time 
in oil field construction work. It 
put me a big jump ahead of the 
rest of the crowd. There wasn't 
much of a crowd when I started 
doing it. 
Navy diving manual. What I 
found out in hiring new divers, 
is that they come out of diving 
school and they learn how to go 
underwater and they learn the 
physics of diving, but a lot of 
them don't know what to do 
with their hands. They're not 
mechanics up on top, so they 
can't be mechanics underwater 
where they can't see, and where 
every adverse condition in the 
world exists! I was raised with 
machinery and did all kinds of 
stuff before I ever got underwa-
ter for the first time. That's one 
of the things I would ask the po-
tential diver: What can you do 
up on top? Can you rig? Can 
you weld, burn, put stuff to-
gether? And can you do all this 
H.D. Who did you work for 
before starting Underwater Ser-
vices? 
A. W. There was another tun-
Circa 1930s early 1940s. One piece single light Morse 
diving helmet similar to that used by AI Warriner. 
Courtesy Leon Lyons© 1988. 
nel construction job by a local 
company across the river from New Orleans, in Harvey, 
Louisiana- it's known as the Harvey Tunnel. There was 
a lot of poor design in the construction of the tunnel, not 
the tunnel itself, but the way the area had been prepared. 
The tunnel was built in an open cofferdam which extended 
halfway across the inter-coastal waterway. Then this cof-
without being able to see it? Just before I got in the water 
I'd look around and see where everything was up on deck 
and keep that picture in my mind. Oftentimes I'd have to 
tell my tender, "Go find that 24-inch crescent wrench," 
and he'd say, "Where is it?" I could tell him it was behind 
the box, or wherever it was. You have to be able to keep 
Morse Diving 
Since 1837 
Supporting the work of the Historical Diving Society 
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Telephone: 781-871-7772 or 781-871-7764 
Toll-Free: 1-877-87-MORSE (66773) 
Fax: 781-871-9395 
www.morsediving.com - Email: morse@channell.com 
199 Weymouth St., Rockland, Mass 02370 
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2001. AI Warriner at the entrance to Pearl River Navigation, 
the company he founded which is now run by his son Allen and 
daughter-in-law Deborah. Courtesy Leslie Jacobs ©2002 
ferdam was excavated and pumped out. The excavation 
ran out halfway to the center of the canal. The inter-coastal 
waterway is a very heavily trafficked stream. Out at the 
end, the depth was 80 feet. The water depth was 12 feet 
before the walls were driven out into the stream. The de-
sign of the walls and materials used in the walls were im-
proper, so there was a lot of failure there before the actual 
tunnel was in place. I worked on it almost every day ex-
cept Sundays for two years, and I was the only diver on 
the job. That's the way it was done. Nobody would hire 
two divers when one diver could do it. J. R. McDermott's 
offshore base was just 100 yards away from this job site, 
and off to the right was a restaurant and a bridge people 
could walk across. It was the only restaurant in the area, 
so the McDermott people walked across that bridge every 
day. One Saturday morning a guy called me to do some 
underwater burning on their job. I said, "I've already got 
a job," and the guy said he'd cleared it with my superin-
tendent. That was my first job for McDermott, the major 
oil contractor in the Gulf at the time. It was in the Gulf on 
an oil structure that was being moved. After I got through 
with first half of the tunnel job, I went to the next job, 
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building side-launching shipways on the Industrial Canal 
at Higgins, Inc., for R. P. Farnsworth & Company. I had 
four other divers working for me. This was about the time 
I started Underwater Services. It got to where I had over 
100 people working for me. It was very interesting and 
challenging and I had a lot of fun doing it. We started 
designing equipment and we did a lot of things that had 
not been done before. 
H.D. For instance? 
A.W. I was the first to use an intercom in a face mask. 
Most of the oil field work we did was done better with a 
lightweight Desco face mask, or modified Scott airpacks. 
These came with self-contained gear that Scott Aviation 
made, sort of competitive with Scuba-Lung. Instead of 
having a mouthpiece you had a full face mask with a de-
mand-type regulator working off a scuba tank. We modi-
fied them to use surface air supply ... this was about 1950-
51. I actually started using the Scott mask on the Harvey 
Canal tunnel job. It was useful because sometimes, when 
you had to go down one side of a structure and travel a 
long distance, it could be done better with scuba gear than 
a hard hat rig. Then came the need for communication; I 
put that in the mask and it worked out pretty good. Inter-
com sets were in wide use in hard hat gear before that. 
Another one of my innovations was go to down in-
side a tubular piling and make a cut-off, an underwater 
burning job inside a 30-inch pipe pile. The pilings are part 
of the oil field structures, and when they erect a structure 
and don't find oil, they move it to another place. But they 
do not extract the piling because it's driven too deep. Next 
best thing to do is cut them off. They used to blast them 
off with explosives, which caused a lot of waste and also 
needed much heavier lifting equipment. I came up with 
the idea of going inside the piling and burning it off be-
low the bottom. This got us a lot of work, because it saved 
the customer money and made more for me! 
I was co-inventor of a device to couple two pieces of 
pipe underwater called a hydro-couple. It worked pretty 
well. It's quite involved: it was a device you slip over the 
end of a pipe to join two ends of a pipe together, and by 
means of hydraulic force and a system of wedges, we 
would impose pressure on both ends of the pipes and join 
them together. Other things came along that were better 
than that. That was around 1960, on pipeline repairs. Quite 
often when they lay a flow line and don't cover it, a storm 
comes along and uproots it, or somebody drags an anchor 
along and causes damage. 
Part Two of Leslie Jacob's interview withAl Warriner 
will appear in the next issue. 
The publication of this article is 
made possible in part by the 
generosity of Sea Pearls, at 
www.seapearls.com 
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SCUBA WORKSHOP 
EDUCATION THROUGH PRESERVATION 
Dedicated to the preservation and restoration of our scuba equipment heritage. 
by Kent Rockwell 
Pirelli Explorer 
Without a doubt the 
Pirelli Explorer was the 
oddest-looking regulator of 
the early open circuit scuba 
units. Manufactured in Italy 
and distributed in the US by 
Sport -o-mation of Los Ange-
les in May of 1960, this 
Rube-Goldberg regulator 
featured a conventional 
single hose first stage and a 
clamshell bellows second 
stage mounted over the 
diver's left shoulder. On Au-
gust 29, 1959 the Explorer claimed a record 429.68-foot 
dive on compressed air. 
Dr. Alberto Novelli, medical advisor to the Italian 
Centre of Underwater Exploration, designed the Explorer 
regulators in the mid 1950s. Dr. Novelli deduced that air 
from the diver's upper respiratory tract was unused while 
that from his lungs, where the pulmonary air exchange 
took place, contained the lowest levels of oxygen and the 
highest levels of carbon dioxide. During exhalation the 
"unused" air expanded the Explorer's novel bi-valve hous-
ing, closing the demand valve and activating a cable. The 
cable opened an exhaust valve in the mouthpiece and al-
lowed the remaining "used" air to escape into the surround-
ing water. Upon inhalation, the recovered air was 
rebreathed, collapsing the chamber and activating the de-
mand valve for a fresh charge. 
Clearing the regulator was similar in operation to early 
twin hose units without non-return valves. Should the diver 
loose his mouthpiece underwater it would rise and free 
flow like any two hose regulator. However, no check valve 
could be used to prevent water from entering the demand 
chamber when clearing the mouthpiece since the same hose 
was used for both inhalation and exhalation. Upon seri-
ous flooding, the diver manually compressed the shells to 
activate the demand valve while angled head down to drain 
water into the single hose for purging through the mouth-
piece. 
Our research found a June, 1960 Skin Diver Maga-
zine ad on the Pirelli Explorers and a July article describ-
ing Dr. Novelli's record dive. Both Jerry Lang and Dan 
Barringer sent 14-page operator's manuals and Laurie 
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Hannula (owner of Pacific 
Watersports in Aloha, Or-
egon) loaned us her Stan-
dard model Pirelli. This 
was one of the many jew-
els donated to Laurie from 
the estate of pioneer dive 
shop owner Bill Domes of 
Underwater Sports in Port-
land, Oregon. We want to 
thank Laurie for permis-
sion to clean and dissect 
her antique for our Scuba 
Workshop readers. 
Pirelli built two versions of the Explorer, the Stan-
dard and the Major. The two units shared the same first 
stage "pressure reducer" regulator that dropped the inter-
mediate stage pressure to 43 PSI. Elegantly manufactured, 
the conventional upstream diaphragm unit utilized two die-
cast housings and beautifully machined internal pieces. 
The regulator clamped to the inverted cylinder's valve with 
a standard scuba yoke and fed the second stage through a 
medium pressure hose. 
Clipped to the diver's shoulder harness, the Standard's 
"bi-valve shell lung" received air through a simple down 
stream poppet valve and 
machined seat in the de-
mand valve body. This 
valve was mounted in a 
sheet metal stamping that 
formed the pivot for the 
demand lever and the 
lower clamshell hinge. The 
two shell halves were 
chrome plated brass sheet 
stampings, oval in shape and 
hinged at the valve. The shells 
were sealed around their cir-
cumference by a sheet rubber 
bellows held in the shells pe-
ripheral grooves by wire clamps. 
The all-stainless exhaust cables 
sheath fastened into a socket in 
the upper cover and snaked 
through the corrugated breath-
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ing hose to an adjust-
able fitting in the 
mouthpiece housing 
while the cable itself 
had a crimped stainless 
ball end that nested in a 
catch under the demand 
lever. The exhaust valve 
was nothing more than 
a bolt with a rubber 
washer and cable at-
tached. Anchoring the 
cable's sheath at both 
ends allowed the cable 
to pull the mouthpiece 
"Standard" 
valve without compressing the corrugated hose. The 
mouthpiece body was made of chromed thin wall brass 
tubing silver soldered together. 
Although we have not found a Pirelli Major regula-
tor, close perusal of the manual showed some unusual and 
interesting details. The clamshells were much larger in 
size and allowed for a double wall in the upper shell. 
Through an external cap this cavity could be filled with 
soda lime absorbent and by operating an external clutch 
lever the exhaust air could be regulated through the ab-
sorbent. The mouthpiece featured a cut-off lever to seal 
the corrugated hose and prevent soda lime saturation when 
not sealed by the diver's mouth. The manual stated that 
this regulator could be used with compressed air, special 
gas blends of varying oxygen content and pure oxygen. 
We carefully disassembled the Explorer and docu-
mented each piece with pencil, paper and camera. We used 
our diluted vinegar solution (50/50 vinegar and distilled 
water) to remove the oxidation on the metal parts and used 
warm soapy water to clean the rubber parts (both were 
followed by generous fresh water soaks). 
The first stage separated fairly easily with the help of 
a rubber coated strap wrench and was found to be in like 
new condition. Very well made, the first stage was ready 
for assembly after only a light cleaning. 
The second stage stainless steel bits were in excellent 
condition and required only minor cleaning before assem-
bly. The brass clamshells, however, needed a few dents 
tapped smooth and then were sent to the chrome shop along 
with the mouthpiece connector and the wire bellows 
clamps. Fortunately, the Pirelli label was metallic and with 
a bit of persuasion could be removed for later attachment. 
The second stage went together surprisingly quickly with 
a minor dab of silicon lube on the hinge pins. Be sure to 
snap the pins bent leg under the lower shell's flange for 
security. 
Our rubber mouthpiece and hoses were destroyed al-
most beyond repair. We found our Hope-Page bit, from 
our first Scuba Workshop project, to be a direct replace-
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ment for the Pirelli unit. 
We traced the old bel-
lows shape onto a thin 
sheet of reinforced neo-
prene and added an inch 
on each side for ease of 
mounting.The 
clamshells were held 
open with a rubber 
block and the fabric 
snugly wrapped around 
the opening and glued 
at the overlap with 
Aquaseal repair ce-
ment. Rubber bands 
were used to hold the rubber sheet in the clamshell grooves 
and when dry the rubber block was removed and the bel-
lows secured with the wire clamps. We then used a razor 
blade to trim the excess bellows fabric around the shell's 
edges. For cosmetic purposes we used Aquaseal to repair 
the split joints in the rotten hoses. Those near the ends, 
that had separated completely, were reinforced with ny-
lon stocking material, from the inside. The hoses and 
mouthpiece were assembled and the cable dropped down 
through the top cover to fasten into the demand lever re-
cess. Finally, the top shell hose clamp was added after 
wrapping the hose with a layer of black plastic electrician's 
tape as per the original. 
Should we have decided to test dive the Explorer we 
would have replaced the rubber hoses (including the in-
termediate stage pressure hose) and the duckbill and would 
have had to set the intermediate stage pressure. We found 
a twin hose scuba hose that could be shortened to fit the 
inhalation/exhalation hose and Mark Howell sent us a sur-
plus respirator hose that was just the right diameter for 
the exhaust hose. With a duckbill added it would be en-
tirely functional. 
According to the Skin Diver Magazine article Dr. 
Alberto Novelli, Ennio Falco and Cesar Olgiai established 
a new depth record of 131meters (429.68 feet) off the Ital-
ian Coast on August 29, 1959. All three divers made the 
decent using Explorer regulators but no mention was made 
as to the model. Hopefully they used the Explorer Majors 
with the soda lime absorbent and the larger bi-valve de-
mand chambers. 
We do remind readers that we offer this article only 
for restoring and preserving display items of our scuba 
heritage and do not advise or recommend, in any way, 
their use as life support items in or out of the water. 
We can in no way guarantee or qualify anyone's work 
or that what we print here will work, even in an emer-
gency. 
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Been There, Done That 
As noted in Issue 29's column, Jacques-Yves Cousteau took CALYPSO on her first expedition 
on November 24, 1951. He sailed from Toulon to the Red Sea with photographer Jean de Wouters 
d'Oplinter, whose creation of the famed Calypso camera was featured in the last issue of this 
magazine. Cousteau had acquired CALYPSO in 1950 and her conversion and refitting were under-
way throughout 1951. 
If Cousteau needed any motivation to complete this mammoth task it may have come in 
March of that year, when the beaming face of Hans Hass stared out from the French news stands on the cover of Point 
de Vue, Images du Monde. Claiming "A Report Without Precedent," this French magazine hailed Hans as the "World 
Champion of the Undersea Adventurers." Starting on page three, the magazine ran seven pages of images (a couple of 
which their editors had unfortunately tampered with) from Hans and Lotte's 1949 Red Sea expedition. 
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From this expedition Hass produced his third film, Abenteuer im Roten Meer 
(Under the Red Sea) in 1951, and, in 1952, his fifth book, Manta, Teufel im Roten 
Meer (Manta, in USA, Under the Red Sea, in UK). 
Cousteau 's 1951 voyage provided some of the images for the 1953 publication 
of his second book, The Silent World, and was partly the inspiration for his 1956 film 
of the same name. These two Silent Worlds launched not only Cousteau 's American 
career, but his international one too. Since that time the name Cousteau has gradu-
ally over-shadowed that of Hass in the public's awareness of early recreational/sci-
entific under water film-making and photography. 
However, history shows that when it comes to films, photographs and books 
about diving the Red Sea, Hass had already "Been there, done that." And by several 
years. 
For more detailed information on the careers of Hass and Cousteau see Histori-
cal Diver Issues 9, 13 and 15. 
Leslie Leaney 
We salute The Historical Diving Society and its members 
for preserving the legacy of the diving industry. 
Inventing The Freedom Of Diving 
www.OceanicWorldWide.com 
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Information Wanted 
Diving Bells. Norwegian HDS secretary Bjoern W. Kahrs 
is seeking information on open and closed bell systems 
used in oil and gas exploration for his masters degree in 
history. Contact B.W. Kahrs, Tordenskjoldsgt. 11, N-5035 
Bergen, Norway. 
Sand Island Outfall. On behalf of the HDS-USA, Guy 
Score is searching for information about a film/video made 
of diving operations on the Sand Island Outfall. Contact 
Guy at GSScore@aol.com. 
CEC and Seabee history. John MacDougall is compil-
ing an historical photo presentation chronicling CEC and 
Seabee history and is looking for photos and information. 
Contact John at MacDougallJ@thirdncb.navy.mil 
Yokohama dress. Frode Kaland is a dive technician based 
in Norway and uses a Yokohama dress in his educational 
activities. He would like any information as to when the 
first Yokohama dress was made and if it was always made 
of double twill with a rubber center. Contact 
frode.kaland@online.no 
Tonga Stainbrook. Jerry Dean Stainbrook is searching 
for information about the career of his grandfather, Tonga 
Stainbrook who worked with Sparling School and NASA. 
Contact Jerry at stainbrookbears@email.msn.com 
Max Gene Nohl. Joe Rojas wishes to contact anyone with 
information on Max Gene Nohl or the whereabouts of his 
diving equipment. Contact JROJAS@ARCEC.ORG. 
WWII Diving in New Caledonia. Nicholas Duprey is 
searching for information about US military divers oper-
ating in new Caledonia during WWII. Contact 
duprey@offratel.nc 
Old Dive Tanks. Jim Johnson on Vancouver Island, 
Canada is searching for photos of 1950-60's dive tanks. 
Contact jjohnson968@ hotmail.com 
Browne Diving Lung. Corey is seeking information on 
the history of the Browne Diving Lung or B Lung. Con-
tact OFedXMan@aol.com 
Museum Display. Ernie Sites is searching for old hel-
mets or suits for display in a maritime museum in Morro 
Bay, California. Contact EPriss2000@aol.com 
Russia/Turkey. Eshel Nir is seeking information about 
the possible hampering of the Turkish fleet by Russian 
Cossack snorkel divers in the marshes of Don or Denieper. 
Contact eanir@yahoo.com 
Mares America Corp. 
0 
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Shore Pointe, One Selleck St. 
Email: 
Norwalk, CT 06855 
Tel (203) 855-0631 
Fax (203) 866-9573 
Tech@maresscuba.com 
Sporasub@maresscuba.com 
Dacorsls@divedacor.com 
Escape Gravitym 
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U.S. Navy Consolidated Divers Unit Dedicate Building 3601 
to Master Diver, Frank W. Crilley 
Report & Photos by Leslie G. Jacobs 
Frank W Crilley, Jr., Lt. Col. USMC (Ret.), grandson. 
On March 22, 2002, at the San Diego Naval Base, the 
Consolidated Divers Unit (C.D.U.) dedicated Building 
3601 in honor of Chief Gunner's Mate, Master Diver Frank 
W. Crilley. The building was dedicated to Crilley in rec-
ognition of his 32-year career and his personification of 
the CDU's motto, "Excellence Under Pressure."The HDS-
USA was represented at the ceremony by retired navy diver 
Kenneth Knott (profiled in HDS magazine, Vo1.9, Issue 1 
in 2001). The Crilley family and members of the Califor-
nia Classic Equipment Divers also attended. 
Crilley was born in Trenton, New Jersey, in 1883. He 
enlisted in the Navy in 1900, became a Gunner's Mate 
and trained as a diver. In 1915 
he made dives to over 300 feet 
during salvage operations on 
the sunken Submarine F-4 
(SS-23) off Honolulu, Hawaii. 
OnApril17, 1915, he rescued 
a fellow diver who had be-
come entangled at a depth of 
250 feet: 
hawser. Unable to free himself and already subjected to 
great pressure due to the depth of the water and length of 
submersion, it was imperative that steps be taken at once 
to clear him. Instantly realizing the desperate case of his 
comrade, Chief Gunner's Mate and Master Diver Frank 
W. Crilley volunteered to go to his aid. He immediately 
donned a diving suit and descended, and two hours and 
11 minutes later, Crilley was brought to the surface, hav-
ing by a superb exhibition of skill, coolness, endurance 
and fortitude, untangled the snarl of lines and cleared his 
imperiled comrade. Loughman was brought to the surface, 
alive. For his heroism Crilley was awarded the Medal of 
Honor in 1929. 
In 1917, Crilley became an Ensign in the Naval Re-
serve and commanded the USS SALVOR in 1919. In the 
mid 1920s, he salvaged the USS S-51 (SS-162) and in 
1927-28 worked on the recovery of the USS S-4 (SS-109), 
in the icy waters off Provincetown, Rhode Island. 
"Remember what he stood for; walk in his footsteps. 
Do what needs to be done," said Harvey C. Barnum, Jr., 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Reserve Affairs). 
Commander Richard K. Eley, USN, CDU Command-
ing Officer, praised ChiefWarrant Officer Rick Armstrong, 
who selected Frank Crilley for the building's dedication. 
CWO Armstrong coordinated 
the entire ceremony, organized 
the displays, and painted a mu-
ral that covers the stairwell 
wall - a diver in Mk V rig. 
Frank Crilley's grandson, 
Frank W. Crilley, Jr., Lt. Col, 
United States Marine Corps 
(Ret.), spoke of his 
grandfather's influence on the 
entire Crilley family, most of 
whom have pursued careers in 
public service. He vowed he 
would write a book com-
memorating his grandfather's 
career. 
A fellow seaman, Chief 
Gunner's Mate William F. 
Laughman, had descended to 
the wrecked USS F-4, sunk at 
a depth of 304 feet, to exam-
ine one of the wire hawsers. 
Upon starting his ascent and 
at a depth of 250 feet beneath 
the surface of the water, 
Loughman's life line and air 
hose were badly fouled by this 
Harvey C. Barnum, Jr., Deputy Asst. Secretary of the 
Navy for Reserve Affairs 
The ceremony ended with 
a tour of the CDU building, 
buffet lunch, and tour of the 
CDU welding barge and scuba 
locker. 
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Aquarium of the Pacific 
First Annual Divers' Day - March 17, 2002 
by Dorothy Barstad 
Early morning on 
St. Patrick's Day 
(March 17, 2002) 
found divers from sev-
eral different dive 
groups in a state of ex-
cited anticipation as a 
wide variety of diving 
gear was unloaded and 
hauled to the 3rd floor 
of the Aquarium of the 
Pacific in Long Beach, 
California. The First 
Annual Divers' Day 
had been in the plan-
ning stage for several 
months and the dream Harold helps Pete Pehl dress in. 
try area under the 
model of the Big 
Blue Whale with a 
wide variety of 
items from the dif-
ferent organiza-
tions who were 
taking part in the 
day-long activity. 
Participants in-
cluded: California 
Classic Equip-
ment Divers, His-
torical Diving So-
ciety, U.S. Navy's 
Consolidated Div-
ing Unit from San 
Diego, L.A. of diving antique hard 
hat and vintage scuba gear in the Aquarium's large ex-
hibits was about to become reality. 
It all began late in the fall of 2001 when Pete Pehl, 
Diving Safety Officer for the Aquarium of the Pacific, 
wanted to recognize the support of the local diving com-
munity by having a promotional event at the Aquarium. 
Pete's idea was to call this promotion Divers' Day and 
have certified divers admitted to the Aquarium for free. 
During this same period of time the California Clas-
sic Equipment Divers were trying to contact the Aquarium 
in the hopes of making arrangements for a dive demon-
stration and a possible display set-up. It was in early 
December when, with the help of Jocko Robinson of Dive 
'n Surf, that a meeting was arranged between Pete Pehl 
and Charlie Orr of the CCED to discuss safety, for both 
the fish and divers, along with the type of equipment to 
be used, access to the exhibit, communication and how 
to prevent contamination of the water. After a practice 
dive with the heavy gear was done by Mark Howell and 
Al Pilkington, Pete's immediate response was to make it 
part ofthe Divers' Day promotion. That is- after Pete, 
a retired Navy deep-sea/saturation diving officer, was 
promised that he would be the first diver in the water 
using the old Mark V rig. After receiving permission from 
the Aquarium's management, the date was set for March 
17th- a Sunday when dive instructors would most likely 
not be teaching and the weather would probably not be 
conducive to diving thus making divers more likely to 
want to visit the Aquarium. 
The event was not to be considered a trade show so 
participants were mostly non-profit organizations and 
County Sheriff's Marine Dive Unit, College of 
Oceaneering, Steam Machines, Catalina Hyperbaric 
Chamber, California Coast Keepers, and Catalina Con-
servancy Divers. 
As promised, Pete Pehl made the first dive using a 
1943 Schrader Mark V. Next man in the water was 71-
year-old Ken McElvain, a former Navy diver retired from 
the L.A. Fire Department. Not to be outdone by a young 
whipper-snapper like McElvain, 76-year-old Harold 
Nething, retired Navy UDT diver, made the third dive. 
government agencies. Displays lined the walls in the en- Great Hall of the Pacific Blue Cavern 
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Both men also dove the Mark V rig, which even with 
only half the weights on the belt, still weighed about 
150 pounds (these old Navy divers are really tough). 
After the first three divers dove the Mark V, Rick 
Erickson dove his Yokohoma with the remaining 
divers using Charlie Orr's Desco-Kirby hat. A total 
of 16 hard hat divers, including the two young Navy 
divers from San Diego who were there with a dis-
play, dove at approximately 30 to 45 minute inter-
vals. 
A wide variety of scuba gear and rebreathers was 
used in the Great Hall of the Pacific Blue Cavern 
(62Q) and the warmer Tropical Pacific exhibit. The 
scuba gear consisted of double hose regulators on 
single, double and triple tank sets. Three rebreathers 
Dorothy Barstad and Pete Pehl with some of the helmets on display. 
were used: a Prism Topaz, an FEOR, and the FEOR 
Light. Youngsters, with their noses pressed against the glass, were delighted to find themselves face to face with a 
scuba diver who had slipped up on them, often upside down, on the inside of the tank. 
The event proved to be very successful with nearly 1200 divers taking advantage of the opportunity to visit the 
Aquarium. For the divers putting on the show and manning the displays, it was a long day- but everyone went home 
with a smile on his face and plans are already being made for next year. 
The Aquarium of the Pacific is located at 100 Aquarium Way (off Shoreline Drive) in Long Beach, California. It 
is one of the largest aquariums in the United States with 550 species filling 18 major habitats and 31 focus exhibits. It 
takes visitors on a journey throughout the Pacific Ocean's three regions: Southern California/Baja; the Tropical Pa-
cific and the Northern Pacific. The Aquarium is open from 9:00a.m. to 6:00p.m. every day except December 25 and 
during the weekend of the Toyota Grand Prix of Long Beach. For more information call (562) 590-3100 or visit their 
website at http://www.aquariumofpacific.org. 
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('lassie Di' ing Equipment (;mups Due to the prevailing liability laws in America the HDSUSA does 
not conduct any in-water activities. Some American based divers 
have formed groups to restore, operate and preserve the classic equipment of America's rich diving heritage. These groups often 
contain divers who are members of the HDSUSA. The activities of these groups are not official HDSUSA functions and the 
HDSUSA is not involved in any of the activities of these groups, a sad situation that the HDSUSA is forced to endure. This 
column is produced solely for the interest of our readers. Please consult the HDSUSA disclaimer at the front of this issue. 
Diving at Disney World are L to R : 
Mark Butler, Mickey Mouse, Jerry Tackas and Dave Hill 
HDS Members Dive Disney World 
by Bob Rusnak 
In February of this year several HDS members of 
the Northeast Diving Equipment Group made the trip to 
Walt Disney World's "The Living Seas" at Epcot Cen-
ter, in Florida. The group consisted of Jim Boyd, the 
group coordinator from New Jersey, Mark & Dawn But-
ler from Delaware, Dave Hill also from New Jersey, Jay 
Rogers from Massachusetts, Jerry Tackas and Bob 
Rusnak from New York. They spent four days diving in 
Disney's five million gallon aquarium. 
The event started with Jim and Dave leaving New 
Jersey in Dave's truck with most of the equipment 
needed. This included Jay's new Morse Mark V rig, 
which was the first time it was used in salt water. Jim 
had his Aquadyne AH2 fitted to a new Aquala suit and I 
had my Korean rig and several two hose regulators with all the vintage stuff to go with it. Mark and Dawn also drove 
down with the family and had their complete Mark 12 set-up with them. Jay, Jerry and I flew down to meet the rest of 
the group. 
We met with Barry Olson who is the Animal Programs Manager of The Living Seas, and he set up the dive for us. 
Our intention was to present visitors with a display of several different types of vintage diving equipment and give 
many of Disney's staff the opportunity to dive this gear. Disney's cast member, Mike Rambas, was assigned to assist 
us for the complete time we were there and he provided us with everything we needed, which even included a dive 
stage! 
In the four days, we logged dives for over 40 of the Disney cast members, and we all got to dive as much as we 
wanted to. The crystal clear water was 75 degrees and contained some incredible marine life. Two safety divers were 
required with each diver and both Jerry and Jay logged in the most scuba time. I managed to get in every day with my 
triple tanks and Aqualung two hose regulator, vintage suit, mask and fins. It was a lot of fun hand feeding the leopard 
rays in front of the viewing ports. Dave spent most of his underwater time in his band mask and Superlite 27, while Jim 
made some moon walks with the Aquadyne. Mark and Dan Butler, who are both very experienced in the Mark V and 
Mark 12 did some very interesting maneuvers in both rigs which included Dan opening the face plate on the Mark V 
underwater. 
Disney staff kept a video record of the dives and Jay Rogers did most of the still underwater shots. Jim Boyd did 
both video and still shots topside. Former U.S. Navy Mark V diver Jerry Tackas gave a great interpretation of a Navy 
Diving Officer and provided a lot of topside expert tending. The highlight of the event was the last dive on Sunday 
when we all got in the Aquarium with "Mickey" and had an underwater group photo session. 
We all talked about the experience for several weeks after and are now in the process of preparing another venture 
to "Dive The Living Seas" again. We want to thank Barry Olson, Mike Rambas and all the others from Walt Disney 
World for giving us the opportunity to do this. They are very, very, professional in all they do, and diver and public 
safety was always the most important issue. We are already thinking of ways of improving the dive time so more 
Disney cast members will be able to enjoy the experience of diving heavy gear. 
In closing, I want to say that their facility is the finest I have ever seen and the Disney staff are some the best diving 
people I have worked with. All of us from the NEDEG cannot wait to return the Magic World of Disney. 
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MOAVINC. 
MOAV Inc. is now an official 501 (c) 3 not for profit organiza-
tion. A Board of Directors, Russell Potocki, Bill Gronvold, Bruce 
Gustafson, Tommy Dolezal, Bonnie Ware, Bob & Dana Karlin, Bill 
Hutchins, Bob & Elaine Stevens, has been approved and at our latest 
board meeting a very aggressive set of programs were set forth. These 
programs will cover all three of our main interests. First is the ongo-
ing educational demonstrations planned for this summer around our 
"heavy gear" members. Secondly a couple of state sanctioned inves-
tigations of some Texas ship wrecks for our marine historical mem-
bers, and thirdly our recreational members who are proposing a class 
for advanced SCUBA education. 
We now are on a mission to acquire funds to purchase some equip-
ment, including a low cost side-scan and magnetometer. If anyone 
knows of any good deals please contact us. 
We are also raffling off a DESCO MkV knife. Tickets are $2.00 
Russell Potocki, Bob Kirby and Ace Parnell with a 
DESCO custom "Potocki" helmet and a DESCO 
"Browne" helmet 
each or 3 for $5.00. Please e-mail Moavbilly@peoplepc.com. with the number wanted. Drawing will take place 
December 31, 2002. MOAV will be hosting the HDS booth at this years SeaSpace Show in Houston. 
CALIFORNIA CLASSIC EQUIPMENT DIVERS 
With summer fast approaching, the California Classic Equipment Divers have been 
busy participating in, or making plans for, a number of events. On March 17, we partici-
pated in the first annual Divers' Day at the Aquarium of the Pacific in Long Beach. A 
week later nine members attended the dedication of the new Crilley Building at the San 
Diego Naval Base - named for Master Diver and Medal of Honor recipient Frank W. 
Crilley; a true pioneer of Navy diving. A rally is set for May 4 at the College of Oceaneering 
in Wilmington, and the 2nd Dive Demonstration and Display is 
scheduled at Banning's Landing on June 23. Also in the plan-
ning stage is the Dive Demonstration and Display on Labor Day 
weekend at the L.A. Maritime Museum. During the past few 
months we have welcomed several new members. Although it 
has been the policy not to accept anyone under the age of 18, an 
exception was made for Jocko Robinson's 16 year old son, Travis Travis Robinson at Santa 
Robinson. Travis was PADI certified at 12 years old and with Barbara City College Heavy 
his father's supervision, made his first hard hat dive shortly there- Gear Workshop 
after. With our oldest member at 76 years old (Harold Nething) 
and our youngest (Travis) at 16, we are definitely breaking down 
Harold Nething with the generation gap. Contact: Charles Orr (310) 834-7051. 
tenders Mark Howell 
and Charlie Orr. 
For details of regional rallies, meetings, etc. contact the following groups: 
The Undersea Heritage & Exploration Society. ANon-Profit Corporation. John F. Hoover, Executive Director. Phone 512-288-
7067 http://www.uhexso.org 
New Jersey. Northeast Diving Equipment Group. Jim Boyd, organizer. Phone 973-948-5618, www.geocities.com/boyddiver 
Colorado Working Equipment Group. Contact Ross Boxlitner, Phone (970) 278-0738 email: dypcdyvr@cs.com 
Chicago, Midwest Working Equipment Group. Gregg Platt, organizer. Phone 874-854-7154 
California Classic Equipment Divers. Charlie Orr, organizer. Phone 310-834-7051 www.geocities.com/cced_barstad 
Florida's Treasure Coast. John GaHagan 954-989-1377, or Marc Cohen 954-565-9754 www.hybdiving.com 
California Central Coast Working Equipment Group. Scrap Lundy, organizer. Phone 805-963-4151 
MOAV South East Texas. Bill Gronvold, Phone 281-861-6478 or moavbilly@moav.net 
New England Underwater Working Equipment Group. Paul Harling organizer. 551 Washington Street, Gloucester, MA 19030 
Dutch Working Equipment Group. Kees de Jonge at helmduiken@chello.nl or Bert Dodde at info@divingheritage.com 
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HDS Hook Store 
• BITTER SEA • 
The Real Story of Greek Sponge Diving 
by Faith Warn 
Bitter Sea tells a gripping story that has never before been revealed. With atmospheric 
photographs and a vivid, readable style, it charts the fortunes of sponge diving in Greece 
and brings the saga right up to date. It tells of the wealth and lavish lifestyle brought by 
the golden harvest to a few traders and dealers, the incredibly hazardous diving methods 
used to gather the sponges - and their terrible toll on the menfolk of the Dodecanese 
islands. Includes tales from the lips of veteran divers and sponge workers and the found-
ing of new communities in America and Australia. 
114 pages, b&w photos, map, index, soft bound. $14 plus, $4 domestic p&p, contact 
office for overseas shipping. CAres add 7.75% sales tax 
• BUIE BOOK • 
Dear Mother, I Did Not Dive Into the Ocean Today. 
by E.D. Buie 
By exclusive permission of the Buie Family, the HDSUSA offers the original 1983 self-published 
book by Lieutenant E.D. Buie U.S.N. The author was a career USN diver who developed the non-
magnetic Buie Recirculating Diving Suit during WW II. The book covers some early diving equip-
ment, the physics of diving, diving accidents, diving suits and techniques of the past, and for-
eign standard diving equipment. Chapter seven will be of great interest to combat historians. 
Titled "The Diver as a Warrior," the chapter provides descriptions and photographs of the 
various combat diving equipment Buie encountered during WWII; Italian-German-British-Japa-
nese-American. Buie also recalls his work with the Royal Navy Port Party, the arrival of DES CO 
and Jack Browne and his introduction of the Buie Recirculating Diving Suit. 1983, soft bound, 
107 pages black & white photographs. $16.00 plus $4.00 domestic p&p, contact office for 
overseas shipping. CAres. add 7.75% sales tax. 
• Xarifa • 
Forschungsschiff Xarifa. Researchship Xarifa -
A milestone in the Modern Ecology of the Sea. 
Written by Andreas Hantschk and Michael Jung with several articles from other authors and a 
foreword by Hans Hass. The book describes Hans Hass' two Xarifa-expeditions in the 50's 
from different point of views: The routes, the equipment for underwater films, the scientific re-
sults etc. 100 pages with many maps, color illustrations and a comprehensive bibliography. In 
German language. Published by the Naturhistorisches Museum, Vienna, 1999. $35, plus $5 
domestic p&p, contact office for overseas shipping. CAres add 7.75% sales tax. 
HDS-USA EXCLUSIVE. WE HAVE A LIMITED SUPPLY, ALL SIGNED BY HANS HASS. 
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• A Demonstration of the DIVING ENGINE • 
by Jacob Rowe 
Limited First Edition of 750 numbered copies. 
The late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries saw an increased interest in the business 
of diving, and a proliferation of new designs of equipment. One of these divers was Jacob 
Rowe who used the "barrel" type of apparatus to salvage materials from the bottom of the sea. 
Rowe was a man of great drive and determination, achieving two remarkable feats of marine 
salvage, during an era when underwater salvage was just beginning in earnest. Here, for the 
first time, is printed his treatise on diving, describing in detail how his apparatus was con-
structed and used. Not only is Rowe's treatise the first known English monograph on diving, it 
is also one of only a handful of treatises on the subject, in any language, written during the 
eighteenth century. Rowe's manuscript is accompanied by an accounting of his life and work 
by Mike Fardell and Nigel Phillips. Published by the HDS-UK in association with The National 
Maritime Museum, Greenwich, England. 30 pages, facsimile manuscript and illustrations, hard 
bound in dust jacket. $30 plus $4 domestic p&p, contact office for overseas shipping. CA 
residents add 7.75% sales tax 
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• Sea Devils • 
Italian Navy Combat Divers in WWII. 
by J. Valerio Borghese. 
The true story of the daring Italian "human torpedoes" who caused acute 
anxiety to British WWII Prime Minister Winston Churchill and the Royal Navy 
at a most critical time of the war. "Extraordinary courage and ingenuity" - Sir 
Winston Churchill. 1995 (from 1952 translation), Hardbound, 264 pages, 33 
photos, 3 line drawings, 6 maps. $32.95 plus $5 p&p domestic p&p, contact 
office for overseas shipping. CAres add 7.75% sales tax. 
• 1943 USN Diving Manual • 
After America entered WWII, the USN faced an escalating problem of salvage, construction 
and repair work around the world. This expansive diving manual was produced to assist USN 
divers in tackling these problems and introduces several new diving techniques and items of 
equipment. It replaced the 1924 manual and is the first manual published that encompasses 
\ the results of the successful USN diving operations with surface supplied oxy-helium. It 
\ introduces the USN Mark V helium helmet, as well as three shallow water systems, includ-
ing the ORCO Berge mask. Contents include: Development of diving and training of Navy 
divers - Description of Navy standard diving outfits - Shallow water diving apparatus -
Equipment maintenance - Physics of diving - Dive planning - Dressing the diver - Tend-
ing the diver - Working on the bottom - Diving with the helmet only - Compressed air 
illness - Diving accidents - Deeper diving by use of oxy-helium mixture - Salvage and 
special gear, and more. 
267 pages, b&w photos, illustrations, graphs, index, and complete with fold-out diagrams. Tape 
bound spine, blue card stock cover, first generation photocopy on coated paper, from an original 1943 
USN Manual. $30.00 plus $4 domestic p&p, contact office for overseas shipping. CA residents add 
7.75% sales tax. 
Protect the ocean and you protect yourself 
Ocean Futures 
is proud to support 
The Historical Diving Society 
Please check us out at 
WWW .oceanfutures.corn 
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Hallelujah!! The website migration is completed and 
has been up and running since late March. Now that this 
has been completed the access statistics for the full month 
of April are available, we have had 131,364 hits, 90,532 
file transfers, 9,408 cached pages, 4,910 pageviews, 5,039 
sessions with a total of 42,509 KB sent. If some of this 
seems a little Greek to you don't feel bad, the bottom line is 
the site is extremely active, which in tum helps us get our 
message out to the world. As of this writing, in just under 
two months we have had over a quarter of a million hits. I 
will keep you all informed as the data develops. We are still 
working on gathering the data for the biographies of all the 
Advisory Board Members, so it will still be some time be-
fore completion. 
Please be advised that the web address has changed for 
our friends at the Historical Diving Society Australia, SE 
Asia, the new address is http://www.hdsseap.org/index.html 
and has been updated on our links section. 
Should anyone have any questions or spot any prob-
lems, please feel free to contact me at moavruss@moav.net. 
I I 
NAUtr'IEK I STANDARD DIVING I EQUIPMENT I 
Van Polanenpark 182 
2241 R W Wassnaar 
Netherlands 
TEL: 011 31 70 51147 40 
FAX: 0113170 51783 96 
www.nautiekdiving.nl 
Proudly supporting the Historical Diving Society 
OUR FOUNDER & INSPIRATION 
Captain Jacques Yves Cousteau 
AQUA OL u N G" 
F I R S T TO D I V E 
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Ye Olde Master Diver's Locker 
Being a visual accounting of some of the weird and wonderful 
diving gear evaluated by the U.S. Navy 
Compiled and written by L. Tracy Robinette 
Oxygen Rebreathers 
0 
Oxygen rebreathers are the simplest and the most prevalent of all rebreathers. There have been a lot of really nice 
small 0 2 rigs over the years. Probably more than you could name in an afternoon. Possibly more diving pioneers have 
gotten their start from an oxygen rebreather than anything else. Many of these units had been used and even discarded. 
The only problem with an 0 2 only rebreather is your depth is limited to 8 to 10 meters because of oxygen toxicity. In 
this issue we take a quick look at two oxygen only rebreathers tested by NEDU. 
One of the nicest tested was the Fenzy Oxygers 57 oxygen only rebreather. Most striking about this rig is the 
extremely clean profile, as shown in the side view. It is a demand type rig which adds oxygen by use of a demand valve 
when a need for additional gas is required. 
The other photos here are of the Westinghouse (Emerson) Min-0-Lung, sometimes known as the Mini-Lung and 
the Para Min-0-Lung (a rig to be used with a parachute). This was a very small clean rig that was deployed to both the 
Navy and to the Army. It also was a demand type rig with dual breathing bags and some unique features. One feature 
that I liked a lot was that the regulator screwed directly in to a opening on the top of the cylinder which opened a check 
valve and did away with the tank valve. 
Both of these rigs were tested at NEDU in the late 1960's early 1970's. As you can tell by one of the photos, they 
tried and tested numerous scrubber modifications on the Min-0-Lung. If any of you have any further information on 
this, please let us know, so that we can update this in a later issue. 
I could talk about 0 2 rigs forever and will have only just scratched the surface, and will cover more interesting rigs 
in future issues. I can be reached at ltrobin@divenet.com or through the HDS. 
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Internet Auctions Internet auctions and sales during recent months. Prices are rounded to the next highest dollar. The content of this column is provided in good faith by members for general interest and is not a 
defmitive guide. Vendors' opinions of what items are, and what condition is, are not consistent. 
The liDS-USA and HDM are not responsible for any errors in descriptions, listings and prices. 
Items that Failed To Meet their Reserve (FTMR) have their highest bids listed. 
HELMETS AND PUMPS 
Advanced/Swindell gas hat, $1025: Aquadyne DM-7, in v.g. condition, $2275: 
Carlsson 4 bolt in v.g. condition, located in Germany, $2850: Date, complete set of 
equipment, including helmet, dress, radio, pump, located in Canada, $9000: Draeger 
#3815 matched 3 bolt, located in Europe, $3000: Medi 4light, 3 bolt, bonnet #0 180 
unmatched, located in Europe, FTMR $3150: Miller 400 in v.g. rebuilt condition 
$3500: A.J. Morse & Son Inc No. 1 pump# 1131, stated as dated 1909. Restored 
but not assembled. Missing one wheel and crank handle, $3,000: Morse Mk:V #4191, 
dated Feb 20, 1942, tag# 634, no tinning. (Appeared to have a Schrader bonnet) 
$5200: Morse Shallow Water #5901, no tag, FTMR $3650: Morse Diving Equip-
ment Co. #6674 4light commercial, missing straps and nuts, with tinning, FTMR 
$3650: Russian Helium helmet, located in Germany, FTMR $1525: Russian 3 bolt 
with four customized reinforced protective strips on the bonnet crown, located in 
UK, $784: Russian 3 bolt, 12 bolt (Universal style) $1250: Savoie, fiber glass gas 
hat #054 FTMR $4550: Schrader MkV bonnet only, $1500: Schrader MkV # 283B, 
dated 6-43, with some tinning, $7,201: Schrader, Division of Scovill, 3 cylinder 
pump, apparently complete, located in Canada, $2555: Siebe/Deane replica smoke 
helmet, sold with Buy It Now at $1500: Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. #9708. 12 bolt. 
Snea~$1602 
Missing tag, worn condition, located in Chile. $2125: Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. circa 1960s Harbor helmet, 4light, 3 
bolt, vg condition with complete tinning, $4250: Snead, first style with outer flange, $1602: U.S. Divers Com Hat, 
FTMR $910: Yokohama 3light, diamond style port guards, with tag, FTMR 
$2000. 
BOOKS 
Where possible we have noted if the book has a dust jacket ( dj). Descrip-
tion, condition, and edition are not consistent (and sometimes non exsistent) 
with traditional book sellers standards and therefore prices may be much 
different from those established by professional book dealers. 
Bennett & Elliott, The Physiology of Diving, 4th edition, $65: Busby, 
Manned Submersibles. $36: Bussoz, Self Contained Diving (? edition) $51: 
Captain Louis Scorcho's Great Deep Sea Divers, circa 1900, $255: Cole, 
Underwater Explosions, $23: Cousteau & Dumas, Le Monde Du Silence, 
1953, $41: Davis, Breathing in Irrespirable Atmospheres, $361: Davis, Deep 
Diving and Submarine Operations, 5th edition, no dj, $356. another, no edi-
Carlsson- $2850 
tion listed, no dj, $128: Doner, The Salvager, with dj, $33: Eadie, I Like Diving, 1929, no dj, $27: Eadie, I Like Diving, 
signed, with dj, $102: East German Diving Manual, post WWII, $126: Hampton, The Master Diver & Underwater 
Sportsman, with dj, $28: Hundert Jahre BeckrdorfGebr, #854 of 1000,$162: Ker, Dams, Diving and Diversions, with 
dj, $40: Marine Nationale, La Plongee, 1967, $22: Martin, The Deep Sea Diver, with dj, $46, Another at $51: Masters, 
Divers In Deep seas, $51. Masters, Epics of Salvage, 1953, with dj, $34: Morris, Sunken Treasure, $15: O'Moran, 
Underseas Log, 1947 2nd printing, ex-lib, no dj, $62: Parker, 20,000 Jobs Under The Sea, signed, in dj, $96: Rahn 
(Editor), Breath Hold Diving and the Ama of Japan, no dj, $49: Rebikoff & Cherney, Underwater Photography, 1965 
with dj. $10. Another, 2nd edition with dj. $11. Another, 1959 4th edition, paper back, $47: Robinsons Sous-Marins, . 
1908,$133: Rogers, Excavation ofHMS Association, $36: Royal Navy Diving Manual BR155, 1967,$573: Schrader's 
Son, 100 Years of Air Control, $283: Tailliez, Nouvelles Plongees Sans Cable, 1960,$35: Tailliez, To Hidden Depths, 
1954, no dj, $33: Tucker, Tricks of the Trade for Divers, $41: Van Dervoot, The Water World, 1884,$81: Vinette, Deep 
Water Man, $37 (Available from HDS-USAfor $17): Zinkowski, Commercial Oilfield Diving, 2nd, no dj, $21. 
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MASKS AND REGULATORS 
Buster Crabbe style Oxygen Rebreathermask $681: Sea Dive Mask $75, and two others at $93 and $151: Desco swim 
mask $158: Desco Jack Browne $73, and two others at $103 and $181: Healthways Deluxe Scuba $357: Healthways 
1957 Scuba $78.56, and two others at $100 and $375: Dacor Dual Diaphragm $98, and two others at $100 and $178: 
Dacor C-3 $300: Northill Air Lung $350: Siebe Gorman Merlin VI $228 :Draeger P38 Twin tank full face Army scuba 
$292: 
German MEDI Twin tank w/regulator $261: Rose Pro $215: Nemrod triple tanks w/harness $142: USD DW Mistral 
$91, and others at $100,$213,$480: USD Jet Air $192: USD RoyalAquamaster $124 and two others at $146,$306: 
USD 1953 tank, harness and matching reg. $713: Voit 50 Fathom Blue $546: Demone MKII $805, and another at 
$1031: Hydro-Twin $261. 
DIVING MOVIE AUCTIONS 
by Leslie Leaney 
Demone Regulator and box- $1031. 
In March, Christie's South Kensington held a sale of film posters, many of which were 
from the collection amassed by Belgian Baron Alexandre Paul de Groote, ( 1906-1991 ). 
Baron de Groote pursued a career of engineering in Brussels, and in the 1930s be-
friended a local cinema owner whom he persuaded to give him posters of the horror and 
science fiction movies. By the 1980s de Groote's collection had grown to around 3500 
posters. Among the ones on the block in March was Creature From The Black La-
goon, featuring artwork by Reynolds Brown. The lot was described as a 1954 US one-
sheet, linen-backed, in A-condition. Movie and self-contained diving historians will 
recall that Ricou Browning starred as the Creature in the underwater scenes, and items 
associated with the movie are very collectible. This particular poster was hammered 
down at $13,680. (Sourced from material written by Ian McKay) 
In April the submerged Pearl chest from John Wayne's 1948 Wake of 
the Red Witch movie was auctioned off in Beverly Hills, California. 
Described as a "rugged wooden chest with steel reinforcements and steel 
front latch. A central plot device in the film, John Wayne salvages it off 
the bottom of the lagoon just before being ensnared by the giant octopus! 
He later exchanges the pearls for the freedom of the lovely "Angelique" 
(Gail Russell). Seen quite clearly in a number of scenes. Measures 19 
inches long x 12 in. wide and 12 in. high." No mention if the pearls were 
still in the chest! It mattered not as it sold for $1600, plus 18% buyers 
premium and sales tax etc. 
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IN MEMORY 
Captain Trevor Hampton, A.F.C., M.R.I.N .A. 
Master Diver and Underwater Sportsman. 
Tony Aylmer writes from Devon in England telling 
us the sad news that Captain Trevor Hampton had re-
cently died of a heart attack, aged 89, 
Trevor, known to all and sundry as "Skipper," will 
be remembered by some three thousand early commer-
cial and sport divers whom he trained from his creek-
side home in Dartmouth, Devon. 
He was raised in Birmingham, and his early pre 
WW2 days were spent working at Austin Motor Com-
pany and racing motorcycles for The New Imperial 
Motor Cycle Company. He competed in the famous Isle 
of Man TT races, and for four years worked for a com-
pany called O.K. Supreme, and became Works Man-
ager. At Donnington Park he came first in the 250cc class 
against world famous riders. Selling his motor cycle, 
which comprised his worldly wealth, he bought a ca-
noe. Along with a friend he set out across the channel to 
France, and having made Spain, decided the world was 
larger than he had thought. 
He then applied and obtained a short service com-
mission in the Royal Air Force, gaining his Private Pi-
lots License and being commissioned as a Flight Lieu-
tenant. When war was declared he was too old at 26 to 
become a fighter pilot although trained on Harvards. In 
Bomber Command he flew Wellingtons but due to im-
paired hearing he found himself selected as an RAF test 
pilot. During and after the war he actually tested eighty-
nine types of aircraft, which is probably more than any 
other test pilot alive or dead can claim to have done. 
This included aircraft made by the Bristol Aircraft Co., 
A. V. Roe, Supermarine, and the Gloucester Aircraft Co. 
As proof, Gwyne retains his logbook which reveals him 
testing everything from fighters and seaplanes to 
gyrocopters. On the conclusion of hostilities he was 
64 
awarded the Air Force Cross. 
Post war he studied and passed examinations for 
Master of a Pleasure Yacht Certification, and gained 
the Marine Surveyor qualification M.R.I.N.A, (Mem-
ber of the Royal Institution of Naval Architects) which 
stood him in good stead for the next forty years. In 194 7 
he re-married, and over time his new wife, Gwyne 
Harding, presented him with a son and daughter, and 
all three survive him. 
In 1948 he was experimenting with oxygen bottles 
and gas masks, and utilizing these for hull inspections 
as a Marine Surveyor, but it was not until1953 that he 
was trained by Siebe Gorman in the use of hard hat, 
aqualung, and oxygen rebreather diving equipment. He 
started the Underwater Centre, later the British Under-
water Centre, and an astonishing number and variety 
of people beat a path to his door. Amongst them were 
Sir Richard Dimbleby, Sir David Attenborough, Tony 
Soper, Arthur C. Clarke, Sir John Wedgewood of china 
fame, and several founder members of what is now the 
largest diving club in the world, namely the British Sub-
Aqua Club. Trevor taught total independence, and never 
to rely upon others for help. Spurning the "buddy sys-
tem," he wrote a number of books and his diving bible, 
"The Master Diver and Underwater Sportsman," went 
to three editions having been first published in 1956. 
His early students came from worldwide destinations, 
and his teaching skills and caring nature will be long 
remembered. On behalf of us all we extend our sincere 
condolences to his remaining family. 
A fuller recording of Trevor Hampton's career can 
be found in Historical Diver No. 16, "Trevor Hampton. 
Master Diver and Underwater Sportsman," by Tony 
Aylmer. 
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IN MEMORY 
WALLY POTTS 
1921-2002 
Early skin diving pioneer Wally 
Potts passed away on February, 6, 
2002, from diabetes complications. 
He was 82. 
As a member of the Bottom 
Scratchers since the late 1930s, Potts 
created some of the most innovative 
equipment in free diving and 
spearfishing, and also developed 
several progressive diving tech-
niques, in use today. 
Potts was born in Saskatchewan, 
Canada in 1921, and moved to San 
Diego, California with his family 
when he was 8 years old. He imme-
diately became enchanted with the 
ocean, and learned how to swim in 
the tide pools off Sunset Cliffs. He 
began free diving in 1937 and soon became a smooth, 
powerful free diver in the chilly waters off Southern Cali-
fornia and Mexico. 
During the depression, Potts left school to work at a 
fish cannery. He was only 16 and closely studied the 
large fish that were processed. With a home-built fish-
ing spear and crude mask, he eagerly explored the then 
pristine waters off San Diego. Snorkels were regarded 
as unhelpful toys and wet suits had yet to be invented. 
The famous Bottom Scratchers Dive Club was 
formed in 1933 by Jack Prodanovich, Glenn Orr and Ben 
Stone, and was the first diving club in the United States. 
The three club founders opened their membership only 
to selected skin divers who then had to pass very rigid 
requirements. Candidates faced extremely tough entrance 
requirements, including fmding and capturing large lob-
ster and abalone, and spearing large fish while breath-
holding. 
Potts learned spearfishing with Prodanovich and Orr, 
who was a commercial abalone and agar weed diver. In 
1939 Potts was inducted as the sixth member of the pres-
tigious club which now included Jim Stewart and Lamar 
Boren. These free divers wore a face mask, carried a 
home-made speargun, and by 1940 adopted fins. With 
this gear Potts landed a 110 lb. gulf grouper in Septem-
ber 1945. 
He shared his wealth of diving and ocean marine 
life knowledge with many other free divers. He was an 
avid spearfisherman and his favorite prey was the white 
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sea bass, a fish that was known to 
be very difficult to find, because 
it lived in cold, murky water. Af-
ter WWII Potts became a metal 
worker and used his machining 
skills to design and built many 
new types of spearfishing and free 
diving equipment. He developed 
a heavy-duty plastic reel for spear 
guns to exhaust and land a speared 
fish. After a fish was speared, it 
would fight the reel line and a float 
attached to the speargun, to be fi-
nally landed. Potts designed the 
speargun two-part trigger mecha-
nism, which is still in popular use. 
Through his years of marine 
life study and diving experience, 
Potts became a strong advocate of conservation. With 
Prodanovich, he designed and built many new innova-
tions and types of diving equipment. The two life-long 
friends split everything 50!50, and pioneered many of 
the advancements in skin diving such as goggles, face 
masks, spear guns, flotation gear and underwater cam-
eras. They also developed several techniques for spear-
ing and landing very large fish, including spear heads 
that contained .38 or .22 caliber waterproof shells. 
When the spear point hit a fish, the gun cartridge fired, 
driving the spear point through the fish like a dart. They 
also designed and built an underwater rocket for a scene 
in the James Bond feature film The Spy Who Loved 
Me. Lamar Boren used a Potts-designed underwater 
camera housing and developed several of his own based 
on Potts' designs. 
Diving manufacturing companies, such as Voit, 
Swimmaster and Scubapro, hired Potts and 
Prodanovich as consultants to develop and advise on 
new diving equipment. They lectured together to groups 
on skin diving and spearfishing enthusiasts throughout 
their long diving careers. In recognition of their con-
tributions The Hall of Champions in Balboa Park, San 
Diego, is planning a permanent exhibit of their early 
sport diving exploits with The Bottom Scratchers. 
Ed Cargile 
This biography is edited from Ed Cargile's book, 
Pioneers In Diving, which will be released this year. 
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Classified 
Classified Rates: MEMBERS: .35 cents per word, $2.50 minimum. NONMEMBERS: 
$35.00 per column inch, minimum $35.00 Payment must be made with order. Advertising 
copy should be sent to: HD Classified, 2022 Cliff Dr #405, Santa Barbara, CA 93109-
1506 Deadline for Advertisements in the next issue is August 1, 2001. 
WANTED: Diving periodicals and information. 
http://www.divingmags.com 
ORIGINAL MOVIE POSTER collection for sale. Whole or individual 
items entire theme is ocean adventure/scuba/sci-fi John Brill 303-979-
0655. 
ROLLEimarin-Hans Hass underwater camera housing only, Nr. 1468, 
marked Germany Franke & Heidecke Braunschweig, complete with frame 
viewfinder and flashbulb arm and reflector, excellent condition, $1500, 
call318-396-2209 and leave a message. 
WANTED: early U.S. Diver J -valve, pre 1953 with the side yoke mount. 
1956 U.S. Divers catalog. Pair ofWWII black Churchill swim fins. Any 
parts for pre 1953 U.S. Divers regulators (metric) double hose regulator. 
Call Mark ph:949-770-4920, email LAFIREBOAT@aol.com 
WANTED: like new extra large 12 bolt Chinese diving suit, will trade 
large 12 bolt Russian suit in new condition. Mike ph: 707-268-5665 
KOREAN HELMETS, Pre World War II. Three light, 12- bolt, with 
manufacturer's plates. Photos, prices, descriptions on request. Jim 
Shuttleworth, e-mail: jinipinxit@aol.com, PO BOX 93575, Indus-
try, CA 91715-3575, (909) 595-6655. 
OLD ABALONE BOXES "Brebes" Circa 1960's Great Diving Col-
lectible $5 Ea. + Postage. Email for Pies. gmdl@charter.net or (805) 
461-3500. 
DIVING HELMETS and Suits Plus More! 
Chinese 12 bolt copper or tin plate $950, Chinese 3 bolt and 12 bolt 
canvas suits (large) $200. Brass Divers Knives $150. Much More nauti-
cal stuff in brass! ALL Authentic. *Will Ship* Call Geo@ (805) 461-
3500 E-mail for Pictures gmdl@charter.net. 
SELL OR TRADE: I have some INCOMPLETE DIVING HELMETS 
which I am trying to find parts: a DRAEGER helmet (without 
breastplate), a MEDI breastplate, a SIEBE GORMAN 12 BOLT 
breastplate (tinned; serial number 18XXX), a SIEBE GORMAN 6 BOLT 
breastplate (new; serial number 17XXX), a SIEBE GORMAN HELMET 
(no breastplate, green; serial number 6XXX), Some I prefer to keep, 
some I would sell or exchangedavidsimport@zonnet.nl 
OFFERED: military surplus REBREATHERS and BOOSTERPUMPS; 
in working order (some new) or for parts. Email for a current list: 
davidsimport@ zonnet.nl 
AVAILABLE: vintage U.S. Divers double hose parts including original 
first stage hp seats, diaphragms, seals, and more. Good supply of straight 
or curved mouthpieces, plus intake I exhaust mushroom valve fit U.S. 
Divers style. Hoses in color black. Good supply of original design U.S. 
Divers body spanner wrench #1112-00. Late 60's wetsuits, fins, acces-
sories new in box, and more. See at www.goingunder.net follow to page: 
Vintage Equipment or email Ron at goingunder@worldnet.att.net. 
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I I 
NAU;£/EK I STANIM.RD DIVING I EQfJIPMENT I 
Van Polanenpark 182 
2241 R W Wassnaar 
Netherlands 
TEL: 011 31 70 51147 40 
FAX: 011 31 70 51 783 96 
www.nautiekdiving.nl 
Harbour 
Supplies 
Constantly changing inven-
tory of original helmets, Siebe 
6 and 12 bolts, USN, Russian, 
Korean, Chinese, some very 
old hats. 
Rapidly diminishing stock of 
pumps, mostly Siebe, 1850? Tyler. 
Also suits, boots, knives, radios, spares, etc. 
Good stock of twin hose regulators for trade 8x 
Heinke Mk 5, 6 x Heinke Mk 3. 
Fax or Phone for complete list 
Adam 
Taunton House,Taunton Road 
Swanage, Dorset BH19 2BY England 
Phone/Fax 011-44-1929-4285032 
Phone 011-44-1929-425440 
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Historical Diving Society USA Membership Application 
Annual Membership Information 
SPONSOR NAME (PLEASE PRINT): SPONSOR'S MEMBER NUMBER: 
Class of Membership: 
D Founding Benefactor (Lifetime Membership). $1000.00 D Family (Domestic USA Only) ................ $50.00 
D Corporate ............................................................ $100.00 D Individual (Domestic USA Only) ........... $40.00 
D Diving Clubs ........................................................ $50.00 D Student (Domestic USA Only) ............... $30.00 
D Institutional (Colleges and Schools) .................... $50.00 D Mexico and Canada ................................ $50.00 
D Dive Stores ........................................................... $50.00 D Overseas ................................................. $55.00 
Brief description of your interest in diving. Maximum of 24 words (optional): 
I wish my name, address, phone number and above details to be entered in the member register. DYes DNo 
Signed: .......................................................................................................... Date: ........................................ 
Please complete for Membership and/or Merchandise - Please Print Clearly or Type 
Name: Member No. 
Address: 
City: State: Postal Code: Country 
Telephone: Fax: e-mail 
Order and Payment Information 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY SIZE COLOR PRICE EACH TOTAL 
Method of payment: Subtotal 
0 Cash 0 Check (enclosed) OMO CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
Credit Card: o[ wse l D~ D Total shipping (see item description) 
Total enclosed 
Card NO: (U.S. FUNDS DRAWN ON 
U.S. BANKS ONLY, PLEASE) 
Exp. Date: Please photocopy this form. 
MAIL ORDER TO: 
Name on Card (Please Print) HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIETY ORDERS 
340 S Kellogg Ave., Ste E 
Signature SANTA BARBARA, CA 93117 U.S.A. 
OR FAX WITH CREDIT CARD DETAILS TO: 
Phone Number in case there are problems 805-692-0042 
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. 
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